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A Proposal for a National Code Number
System for Current Publications

G. A. Hennr*-, Director
B oston (J niuersity Libraries

and

Arrx L,rnrN so\, Assistant Librarian-Acquisition and Preparation
The Chicago Public Library

T\ uRING THE LAST FEw YEARS a great deal of time, money, and efiort

! nnu. been expended in variJus ways to develop methg{1 to con-

t-l th" eoet-e"pu.tding problem of the publishing market' Publishers are

faced with incieasing-lists; jobbers ancl book-sellers are attempting to

locate, buy, and sell 
"a 

fantasiic variety of difierent publications; and li-

braries must identify and purchase this vast array of material. The need

of libraries to identify these publications and quickly incorporate them

into the collections has led to such studies as the Cataloging-in-Source ex-

periment by the Library of Congress and cooperative arrangements be-

iween the Library of Congress und, prblithers' Weekly and also the Ameri-

can Book Publiihing Ricord, to list books under the standard library

entries. Publishers, tf,emselves, to simplify their internal procedures, have

gone into electronic machine record kieping, making it necessary to assign

a code number to identify each title.
Last year the Business Methods committee of the American Book Pub-

lishers iouncil, in reviewing this developing practice, suggested that it

would be valuable for some one to survey the matter on an industry-wide
basis to see whether it might be feasible to interlelate these code numbers

so that a uniform national numbering system could be designed' Because

it was obvious that such coordination would be of benefit not only to the

publishing world but to librarians as well, it was deemed desirable that

?ft" tinru.! profession be represented at the initial stage-s of the project in

order to insure that its neecli would be taken into consideration in any de-

velopments. For this reason the American Library Asso-ciation took the

initiitive and requested a grant from the Council on L_ ibrary Resources

for the purpose oi conducting a feasibility study. After due consideration,

the Councii approved the grint, and the writers were invited to make the

study.
In the course of the survey, several questions wele continually raised,

and. answers to them are basic to a solution. First was the question as to

the desirability of a code number for book identification to libraries, to

jobbers, and to publishers; and second, the question as-to the possibility of

Lse of the Libraiy of Congress catalog card number as the identifying num-

ber.
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A third question which had to be answered in connection with any sys-
tem_proposed de nouo_was the relationship of any new numbering system
to the numbers already assigned by many publishers to their owi publi-
cations.

Let us consider these questions seriatim:

Libraries

- one of the principal advantages for libraries of a book code number-
ing system is in the re_alm of book ordering and acquisition. Assuming that
the code number will become an integral part of'the bibliographicit ae-
scription of a book, it will be easier uid -b.e efficient to ordef books by
number than it is by author and title. using a numerical code in the or-
dering techniques will reduce clericar .orts. I4o.eover, ir should result in
faster and more accurate service from publishers and jobbers. ordering
by number is not a new routine for libriries. LC cards have been ordered
by nu-mber for decades with very satisfactory results. some libraries, too,

luyg.b:"" ordering music records by number, and in the school tibrary
field it is not uncommon to order books bv number.

If a standard code numbering scheme'is adopted, onry the number of
the book will need to be wrirtenlr typed on the order srip. It may be, in
orde_r. to insure a high degree of accuracy, that it will be desirable to add
the last name of the author as well. ordering books by number will, of

n the present standard order depart_
rrinted index by code number will
the author and title are given.

:quisition process, a code numbering

i de n t i ryi n g hard- t o- n n d. ti t r e s wh ere'?fJiffi :l S"# t" m::lf ?' .t"';
also tre very useful in distinguishing editions. rt has potential 

"r., 
i" irr"

realm.of.bibliography and referencd, particularry in the area of rerrospec-
tive bibliography.

- 
In the new and expanding field of erectronic storage and retrieval of in-

formation, a narional 
..od.:-TTber_ has great possibilities. Technologisrs

predict that.very soon it will be feasible to .u.ry large Iibraries of informa-
tion, including the contents of books, in oneJine dig"ital .o-prte. storage.l
If this comes ro p-ass, books will have to be identi"fiable by code number
for rapid rerrieval.

As in the case of other innovations, as time passes new uses will no
doubt be found for the code number. For compiehensive bibliographic
control, a numerical scheme of identification holds much greater promise
than an author and title approach.

Jobbers

With regard to the general wholesaler of books, it appears that there
are different requirements depending on the size and .rut.,i" of the lobber.

t Wilson Library Bulletin,35:82. October 196o.
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satisfactory fashion.

Publishers

d. For royalty payments? 46 yes r7 no'

e. For sales analysis? 49 Yes 14 no

5. Do your pubtications themselves, blurbs, or catalogs carry this number any-

where? 3r yes 32 no

Until recently the code number assigned to a title has been purely a

private matter for each publisher. To be sure the code number appeared
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processing were convincing.

ment as well. Other publishers use a numbering system based on category
of materials, e.g. r-rooo is assigned to trade books; a second block, roor-
zooo, is assigned to text books, and so on until provision is made for all
necessary categories. Some publishers have no planned scheme of desig-
nation, with titles merely numbered in the order in which they are pub-
lished.

When an order for books is received, the first step is to pull a pre.
punched card from the customer file which is referred to as thi "header"
card. Into this card has been punched the name and address of vendee,
credit rating, amount of discount applicable, and special shipping and
handling instructions. Then the pre-punched cards foi the individuai titles

order is large, the cards may possibly be run through a sorter and arranged
numerically or alphabetically as desired. The cards are now ready ro be
inserted into the tabulator or printer.

Invoices are printed automitically by the tabulator from the punched
cards fed into the machine. These are printed in the requisite number of
copies by the use of carbon sheets together with a packing memorandum
and shipping label which is printed simultaneously. The invoices are
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separated and routed to the proper operating units, and the packing
memorandum and shipping label are sent to the warehouse promPtly so
that the order may be filled.

In the warehouses of an increasing number of pub'lishers the code
number has become an important tool for handling books. Titles are
arranged numerically by code number both in the open stock bins and in
the reserve stock areas. Orders are filled from a packing memorandum
or a copy of the invoice on which the items have been listed numerically
to correspond with the numerical amangement of the stock.

After the orders have been filled, the punched cards are preserved and
become the source of whatever additional data processing is necessary.
Ifere, too, the code number plays a vital role. In the area of sales analysis,
electronic equipment makes possible a variety of reports, breaking down
sales by title, by category (i.e. adult, juvenile), by vendee, by geographical
area, by salesmen, etc. For inventory purposes the punched cards provide
the data to maintain an efiective control of each title on a daily, weekly, or
monthly basis. Royalty accounting has also been simplified through the use
of the punched cards, particularly where the royalty varies according to
the rate of discount ofiered the vendee.

It is clear from all of this that code numbers for books are here to stay
because modern business conditions make the use of electronic equipment
imperative. Since the major publishers of the country are already using
coding schemes of their own, it would not appear to be a great hardship
on them to have the various individual systems coordinated into a uni-
form pattern. A national code system should be advantageous to the pub-
lishing industry because it would help to identify titles more readily and
clearly and thus speed up the book distribution processes.

The Library of Congress Card Number

As is generally known, the Library of Congress Card Division presently
assigns numbers to a majority of the books published in this country prior
to their publication. Last year, 2374 publishers requested preassigned num-
bers, and over rz,5oo numbers were assigned during the first rr months.
Such a number may be obtained from the Library of Congress Card
Division by letter, by telegram, or by telephone and is the number which
will be used to identify the printed catalog card produced later and made
available to libraries throughout the world by the Card Division. It is by
this number that the specific card is stocked, identified, and supplied.

It has been suggested that since numbers of this series are available
for a vast number of publications going back over the last 6o years, this
number itself could be used as the identifying number in a national code.
The number (e.g., 6o-zo16e) is composed of a two-digit unit indicating the
year of cataloging by the Library of Congress and up to a five-digit num-
ber assigned to the specific publication within that year. The insertion be-
tween these two elements of a publisher's number or code, or the break-
down of the second unit of the number by publisher, so that in fact blocks
of numbers might be assigned to individual publishers, would thus pro-
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duce a national coding system identical with the Library of Congress card
number system and allow double use of the number.

. various sources on various grounds.
rat the existence of this card number
from the Library of Congress. If the
n the national code number for the

or would produce a card. 
tion that the Library of congress had

The most unanswerable o{ection to this system, however, comes from
the L,ibrary of .Congress.itself. 

p-resently, as numb"r, u." urrig;J; the nexr
number in series is 'sed, regardless of pubrisher. As these ,rir-u"., are as-
signed relatively near to pubrication date, the books are p"urirrr.a ir, u
sequ_ence relatively close to that of the serial number arsign'ed. As a result,
cataloging is done in a similar sequence, relatively, a.rd fiie cards are pro_
duced and taken to the stock robm in this order. There is thus only a
sma-ll problem in leaving space to interfile the card srock for books whose
cards have not yet been produced. Il
an indu_stry-wide basis (perhaps corre
ment of publishers), with the first fe
expected to be used during the year r,l
left for interfiling. This space is nor
Congr-ess. Under the present progran
files of cards are weeded. a.rd cut?o*
year. rt is the opinion_of the Library of congress that the amount of shift-ing to allow for interfiring or 

L 
block assignment system wourd be so greatas to be im,possible of accomplishment in"the pr"rlrrt ,p"* 

""J 
*ith thepresent stafi.

After careful study and much discussion of the above problem, it ap_
l_",111?,tlrliLvestigarors rhat, although this was un int"giuilirt of theonglnar rdea, these are cogent reasons for the present of leivin$ out of the
qucstion the integration of a narional code irumbe.irrg ,yrt"L-with theLibrary of con-gress card numbeling sys.tem. rt appeari t6 t'e investiga-
tors, however, rhat in the future, if inational code system for publication
is adopted, it would be to the grear advantage of rh;';.;;ffy 

"i'iu.g" 
urrotg the Library of congress to ihift to this sysrem {or the identification of

their cards, especially when space becomes available to the card Division.
Proposal f or a National Cocl,e Number S"tstern

ni ura opinions expressed through-
al code system, the investigators, be_
grear merit and should bJadopted.

;131il:#T,#H.ffiH.,"xi."#
purpose. The following is therefore proposed.

. . Th" questions concerning u ,.i, cbde numbering system may be di_vided as follows:

r. The actual design or organization of the code.
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z. The assignment of the individual portions of the code'

3. The availability of information on code numbers.

It is proposed that the organization of this code be as follows: thlee

units, cornpiising a two digii numerical unit, a three-letter alphabetic

unit and a'five-di"git numeriial unit, representing respectively the year of

publication, the fublisher, and the specific title in the p_ublisher's stock.
' 

The year of publication should piotrably be that 9f {e year of copy-

right. This *orrfd distinguish tt.w editiotrs from old editions even though

pibtirn"a by the.u-e piblirher and would not lead to confusion between

printings #.urrr" theie are bibilographically identical units. It is, of

iorrrr., i.rr" that some publishers 
".e 

heiitattt to make too great a point of

the year of copyright of publications which they are- presently reprinting

and, releasing. 1.h'ir information is, however, usually available in small

print on the 6ack of the title page, in the same p-osition that the code num-

ber might be found. It would therefore seern to be an innocuous comment

on the age of the publication itself and would nevertheless be of advan-

tage in d"istinguishing between publications, in allowing the re-u.se of the

sefond and th]rd elerients of the code, and in bibliographic work in identi-

fying the age of the publication itself.' 
ifr" selond uni? of code, a three-letter unit, would indicate the puS-

Iisher. Preference is given to a three-letter unit rather than a three-digit

number for several reasons: a three-letter code would allow for the assign-

ment of q,b76 different codes as compared to the possible ggg if one uses

numbers. iihu, not appeared more difficult to use lettels than numbers in

the standard IBM or ti^itu. data pl:ocessing equipment' It would' further'

break up the ro figure code and facilitate handling' -
The'third eleirent of the code, a four or five-digit number, might

be any number the publisher cared to assign to his title and would prob-

ably be the only nn-b"r with which the publisher would concern itself.

R five-digit ,r,r-b.", allowing 99,999 diffelint titles, has proved to be suf-

h.i"rrtty 
"large for even the liigesr publishers to leave numbers between

titles for .rr6r"q.r".rt interfiling of liter published books. Although pub-

lishers assign sJch numbers to their publications now and use the same

number yeir after year, they expect toreuse the number atter a while, and

this wouid be made possible bythe year prefix in the national code system.

As has been indiiated above, the firJt and third units of the code, the

year of copyright and the specific title number, would be determined by

it e poUij.Lr.hhe publisher is in a -position to know the year of copyright

of the book and can thus establish the prefix' He would have a free hand

in the assignment of the five-digit title number so that it would correspond

to any seri"es that he has already set up or which he might care to alTange

in a specific Pattern. Moreover, the litter is the only number with which

he need .on.'".., himself internally. The publisher's code, the middle unit

of the overall code number, should be assigned by a central office. In con-

sidering who should. be invested with the responsibility, three^organiza-

tions ime to mind: American Book Publishers Council; Pu'bli'shers'

weehly; or the Library of congress. To the ABPC, it might be objected
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that not all publishers are members and that, actually, from the stand-
point of numbers, only a relatively small group of publishers are affiliated
with it. To Publishers' Weehly, it might be objected that although it has
broad publishing interests, its contacts are also principally with a limited
number of publishers, and it is a commercial firm. This leaves the Library
of Congress as the agency that is best suited for this assignment. Though
closely related to the world of books, it is not part of the publishing in-
dustry and therefore can be expected to discharge this responsibility in an
impartial manner. It seems that the Library of Congress is eminently
suited for the task for other reasons. Through its "Pre-assigned Number-
ing Program" and the "All the Boqks Program," it has won the coopera-
tion of over zSoo publishers, demonstrating its ability to maintain an ef-
fective liaison with the publishers of America. Finally, it operates the
Copyright Office which is still another link with the totality of the pub-
lishing output of this counrry.

Some publishers have objected that adding the ten digits of this code
to the other information they need on the punched cards would strain
or exceed the capacity of the card. This indicates a misunderstanding of
the proposal. The publisher would use only the final fiue digits-the year
of copyright and his own letter code being of no interest to him-and
these five digits.would be the same ones he is already using for bookkeep-
ing operations. There would be zzo additional burden placed on the capac-
ity of the data processing equipment.

It is obvious that the code number should be available in connection
with the title at the earliest possible date. Under a national system, pub-
lishers should attempt to assign a definite code number to ritles to be Erb-
lished by them as soon as any information on the title is released to the
general public. Although it may be difficult at times to determine exactly
the year of copyright, particularly in the case of books to be published in
the period of November to February, assignment of a definite number
should not be held up on this account.

Maximum use of code numbers will be possible only if they are made
an integral part of the book itself. The code number should appear on
the title page or its verso, but preferably on the former. For the conven-
ience of publishers and jobbers, it would also be desirable to have the
number printed on the dust jacket and on the spine or back of the book.
Its appearance on the title page would require its incorporation into the
bibliographical description of the book and the code number would there-
fore appear in the "Weekly Record" of Publishers' Weehly, the Cumula-
tiue Booh Index, and in all other standard bibliographies and listings, as
well as on Library of Congress catalog cards.

The use of code numbers for books would require that provisions be
made for a printed index, arranged by code number. This will make it pos-
sible to determine quickly what title a specific number represents and
would operate as a cross-reference from code number to author and title.
With respect to this aspect of the probler;r, Publishers' Weehly could pro-
vide the publishing world with such an index.
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Summary and Recommendations

The survey that has been made indicates a gen_uine interest in this

proposal on -uty fronts. Since most, if not all, of the large publishers have
'uu*ay 

adopted numbering systems of their own for their titles, it is de-

sirable that i.hese individuai schemes be integrated into a uniform pattern

on an industry-wide basis along the lines indicated in the body of this

paper. It is therefore recommended that:

r, The national code number consist of three units, namely: a two digit

numerical unit to designate the year of publication, a three letter alpha-

betical unit to designaie the publisher, and a five digit numerical unit to

rePresent the specific title.
z. 

.Iire Library oi Cottgt"tt be requested to oPerate as a clearing house for

the assignment of thi publishers-' code letters. This would be an extension

as well as an aid to the LC "All-the-Books" Program'

3. This proposal be inaugurated at once. Ii is not essential that there be
" ,ooyo'piAlishers' partiiipation at the start for the scheme to function.

Medium-size and srirall prrbli.he.. can adopt the code at their convenience.

Finally it is urged that a national code number system for current pub-

lications will prov"e beneficial, not only to the publishing industry, but also

to book jobbers, booksellers, libraries, and book users as' well'

(A l im i ted 'numbero fcop ieso f the f ina l lePor ton th ispro jec t i sava i lab ]e
,rpor, ."qlr"rt by writing io the Office of the Executive Secretary, Resources

&^Technical Services Division, American Library Association')

CODE REVISION
,,The drafr of the new American fcataloging] code, the work of seymour

Lubetzky, is a rrail-blazing acr. In the recent history of cataloging rules there is

,rot u.roih.,. work which f,ad dared to break away so decisively, not only from

BRITISH TECHNOLOGY INDEX

Slated to begin publication this month is British Technology I?4:*'a Cumula-

tiue Ind,ex to Eritih Technical Period.icals. Published by The Library Associa-

tion, Chaucer House, London, it is "intended initially to analyze about 4oo titles,

over one-third of which are not currently indexed or abstracted elsewhere"' It is

planned to appear in eleven monthly issues, excluding August, and a bound

annual volume. The price is r5 guineas ($5o).
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Xerox Copyflo at Harvard University Library,
A Study of the Costs and the Problems

for Document Reproduction
H aruar d U nia ersity Library

Introduction
'p rvor-urroNARy rEcHNrcA,L ADvANcEs within the past decade have com-
f\_ pletely changed the cosr and the availability bf copying services in
nearly every major library. T'he impact of these new divelopments has
made scholars and librarians cost conscious as never before, for at no
previous time have so many processes competed for the claim to economi-
cal reproduction of vast bodies of research materials.

single copies of originals held in a library having vast rerrospective hold-
ings and from the special needs of researchers and scholars.

The Copyflo electrostatic printer manufactured by Xerox Corpora-
tion is capable of reproducing from negative microfilm more than 5o
pages per minute of an ordinary-sized book.2 This high speed and the
relatively low cost of raw materials make the copyflo an ideal machine for
continuous, 'long-run commercial applications. How suitable is it for
reproduction service in the research library? When the first Copyflo was
installed in a laboratory whose chief customers were libraries, ii was an-
nounced that paper copies of out-of-print books would be available for
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this price. The chief declared assumptions are: (r) that more than one
Xerox copy of the book will be sold, and as a corollary, (z) it will be possi
ble for Copyflo operators to absorb the cost of the required microfilming,
or alternatively, (g) a suitable microfilm of the book already exists and has
been paid for, and (4) the maximum page size is 6" by 9". The unde-
clared assumptions are: (r) there will be no special difficulty in micro-
filming the original; (z) films supplied by the customer will be of ade-
quate technical quality to guarantee excellent, economical results; and
(3) a sacrifice in delivery time may be required to accommodate certain
conditions required for economical operation of the Copyflo machine.a

But hardly an;' of these assumptions suits the materials to be repro-
duced or those who need the reproductions. Nevertheless, enthusiasm
rather than skepticism seems to have swept many library photographic
departments and acquisitions branches; scholars certainly lost no time in
reporting to each other the cheapness of Xerox prints. But were the prints
really so cheap? It is the purpose of this report to indicate some of the cost
factors of Xerox service in one library not having its own machine.

Several critical articles on Copyflo have already appeared.s-s While a
number of important technical and administrative points are covered in
them, none analyzes a custom document reproduction job, i.e., a single
copy order. It is with the single copy to order that librarians and scholars
are chiefly concerned, and this requirement is the one under investigation
here.e

The Xerox Process f or Boohs

A book ofiers to the reader easy, rap.id, parallel access to its contents.
In microfilming, the content of the book is rearranged in serial form-a
long strip of film similar to the ancient scroll, and with the attendant dis-
advantages of that format. The Copyflo machine transfers and magnifies
the moving film images onto a moving strip of paper X times as long and
wide as the film. X is the magnification ratio, which for g5 mm. films
varies from 7 to rb in ten fixed steps. So far, so simple; now one needs
only to cut the scroll of paper, fold and bind to behold the recreated book.
Flowever, let us analyze in detail the steps from original book to copied
book.

M icr ofilming I or Xer o x Re pr oduction

Contrary to popular opinion, the initial microfilming operation is not
a cheap means of reducing books--especially bad paper books-to perma-
nent, miniature form. Commenting on the cost of microfilm, one exPert
states: "It is literally true that the raw materials of three feet of microfilm
are still 'cheap,' but what goes into the production of those three feet is
relatively expensive."10 Let us see what some of those expenses might be
for library owned originals:

r. Selection of items from the library collection to be microfilmed for Xerox
reproduction.

z. Circulation and delivery of original (charging, page service, etc.)

. t 4 Library Resources b Technical Seruices



3. Administration of records in the photographic department (writing the
order, filing, invoicing, etc.)
Examination of original for condition, filmine position,
Cost of repair or removal of binding.
Decision about half-tone illustratLns which cannot be
factorily by Xerox.

7. Filming to specifications; processing,
film.

4.
5 .
6.

reduction.

reproduced satis-

inspection, editing, and spooling of

rn addition to these costs are the administrative costs of ordering Xerox
copy, as described below.

For best results, the book must be microfilmed to certain technical

reduce its legibility. For best results, each soiled film should first be
cleaned on a film cleaning machine.

European lihrary experience with Xerox copyflo also emphasizes the
need for careful adherence to xerographic filming-standards:

Jedenfalls ist mit groBer sorgfalt darauf zu achren, daB die Verfilmung nur von
solchen_stellen durchgefiihrt wird, die iiber die n<itigen voraussetzringen ftir
einwandfreie Qualiteit und maBstabgerechte Anordnung der Aufnahmen verfii-
gen, um sich Enttiuschungen und unndtige Mehrkosten zu ersparen.l2

also

Mittlere Dichte mit einem \Ay'ert von r-r,z in der schwdrze, einwandfreie Klar-

The Xerox process at present does not satisfactoriry reproduce half-
tones or photographs. These must be produced by conventional enlarging
techniques- Reproduction of such illustrations by a separate additional
process adds considerably to the cost of Xerox copying.
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Originals which are stained, foxed, or whose ink has bled through the
paper are particularly bad prospects for Xerox-yet these very types of
originals are in great demand for reproductiont Another problem is
created by "show through" of type where printing has been done on paper
of insulhcient opacity. Such originals require additional filming time,
because backing sheets must be inserted behind each page to reduce this
effect.

Films originating outside the library's own laboratory may or may not,
therefore, be suitable for Xerox. Experience has demonstrated that film
technique in some libraries both here and abroad is still very primitive;
inferior films will produce Xerox prints of poor legibility, yer many of
those films may contain the most valuable material.

Soiling and scratching of the film during handling by the Copyflo
operators is not uncommon. Since much commercial film is a temporary
intermediate-and is therefore not evell produced to archival standards-
no one usually cares what happens to it after enlargement, and. it may be
assumed that the operators do not distinguish library film from com-
mercial film. One solution is to provide extra long (two to three feet)
leaders and trailers to keep dirty fingers from the image areas. Alterna-
tively, one may clean the films with a special apparatus. In either event,
extra labor and materials are involved to preserve the archival character
of library microfilms.

Frequently, a scholar wishes to have several books or pamphlets repro-
duced on the same Xerox order. As the formats and sizes of these books
often vary considerably, they cannot always be successfully placed adjacent
to each other on the same roll of film for reproduction to original size.
For best results each requires its own optimum image placement, reduc-
tion ratio, reel, and leader and trailer; this is especially true if there is
much variation in the size of the type, or if some uniformity is required
for binding purposes. Each should be handled by the Copyflo as an indi-
vidual roll-a further increase in setup cost, as well as a greater film pro-
duction cost.

If a number of works of difierent sizes have already been filmed on one
strip at the same reduction, the images will be of various sizes. In this
instance, in order to determine the Xerox magnification ratio, the film
will have to be put on rewinds or in a reader and inspected to find the larg-
est image; this preliminary inspection of films originating outside the
laboratory can be quite costly. The largest image will then determine the

A particularly vexing problem would be a library-owned "tract reel"
containing a number of difierent bibliographic units. Cutting out a sec-
tion and then resplicing may not be possible or convenient; marking sec-
tions with tape or paper clips could damage the film.
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If a positive film is submitted, a new negative mirst be made. While it
is possible to operate the Copyflo from positive microfilm, the machine
changeover is costly; therefore, most operators prefer to generate a new
negative film. Some degradation of quality may be experienced as the
Xerox copy will be removed one additional step from the original.

Size of Reproduced Copies

The reduction should always be mentioned on the target for repro-
ducing the image to its original size. But if the reduction was not exactly
one of the ten fixed Copyflo magnification ratios, the book can never be
reproduced to its original size. Also, if the page is not held a constant
distance from the lens, the image size on the film will vary slightly as the
thickness of the book builds up on one side and down on the other. Con-
stant distance of the book frbm the lens is possible only with a book
holder. Without a holder, the book also tends to shift up and down on the
copy. board which causes variations in the image position along the length
of the film; this could necessitate the use of a smaller than desirable mag-
nification ratio to keep the enlarged images from falling ofi the edge of
the paper. Flowever, even the book holder does not hold the book with
perfect rigidity.

Paper stock influences the size of the reproduced copy. While the
Copyflo will accommocJ.ate t2" paper, r r'l is the maximum width of paper
utilized by many commercial operators as their standard, because so much
of their work is geared to 8r/r" X r r" business documents. Hence they may
be reluctant to stock 12" paper for small library jobs. It should also be
remembered that even though r2l/ paper might be used, rr" is the maxi-
mum projected width of the image; hence there would be little advantage
to a commercial laboratoly using the larger paper. Depending on the film-
ing position, it might occasionally be desirable to use 87/2" instead of tr"
paper; and for card reproduction, 7- or ro-point card stock 5" or 6't wide
would be required. Some people even might want copies on rag paper, or
alpha cellulose instead of sulfite stock; and other applications would re-
quire ro" ofiset master stock. Since the machine can oPerate economically
only on a continuous basis, few commercial operators would be willing
to interrupt the more profitable continuous runs for the sake of several
rolls of library film, each of which might involve the expense of wasting
some machine running time, loading and unloading films, changing mag-
nification, adjusting the lighting to suit the particular film, and possibly
changing the paper stock. For library purposes it is obviously impossible
to overcome this by splicing onto one roll a number of films, because each
fi.lm usually requires a difierent magnification, and density variations
would require differing light settings. Hence, library work tends to re-
ceive low priority and is done when the machine would ordinarily be idle.

Margins and Binding Problems

Adequate instructions must always be given to commercial firms to
assuie correct lateral positioning of the Copyflo projector so that images
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will be properly spaced for binding. Centering of the image is absolutely
essential for the zA position; otherwise the prints cannot be bound.

Cutting and trimming the printed roll requires a degree of precision
that most commercial firms do not care to undertake. From one operator
came prints often cut in completely arbitrary fashion. Sometimes the en-
tire blank space between frames was left to one side, while the other side
was trimmed right up to the text, making the whole useless for binding.
Sometimes the blank spaces were cut out altogether.

At another operator's plant the standard cut was a rim up to the docu-
ment's left margin. This cut is obviously aimed at trimming for filing com-
mercial documents and is unbindable.

Those libraries which do their own microfilming should film a trim-
ming mark so that it will appear between the finished prints as a guide
for the trimmer. llarvard solved the trimming problem by taking its
prints in roll form and having the cutting done in the Photographic De-
partment. Arrangements were made to have the rolled prints delivered
with the end of the book on the outside of the roll; in this way-and with
the aid of a wooden dowel to hold the large roll-prints could be speedily
cut and automatically collated with any ordinary paper trimmer.

Even though a film has the coffect density, image placement, and
reduction, it still may not be suitable for Xerox if there is too little or too
much interframe spacing. In the eB position, for instance,

Figure r

too little spacing means no binding margins; too much spacing means
money wasted on blank paper in the enlargement. This spacing must be
custom tailored to each book filmed. If a book has very wide margins, the
spacing may be small; if there is very little margin (as might be the case
with a rebound book), the interframe spacing has to be extended. In the
rB position, spacing can be arranged more readily, but care must be taken
in trimming oriental materials to ensure leaving the binding stub on the
correct side.

Users of Copyflo service sometimes request extra large margins on the
Xerox copy. When a book is being republished or a manuscript is being
edited, a copy which can be annotated, cut up, or scribbled on is often
required. FIowever, unless the user will settle for a much reduced image,
extra margin space can be provided only in a limited number of places.
For books filmed zB and folded at the gutter, no extra space can be pro-
vided along the fore edge, since the text may run clear out to the fold:
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Figure z

In case the text from facing pages disappears into the binding, the edge
margins are reduced to zera, and the text is additionally difficult to de-
cipher because of curvature of the original during filming. 

'

One method of obtaining some exrra margin.re*t to the binding is to
increase the spacing between the prints; this can be done only while the
work.is being filmed. This method mustbe employed to keep imporrant
marginal notes on the original from disappearing into the binding stub.
Additional top and bottom margin may be gained by red.ucing the magni-
fication, but this decreases the binding stub.

For materials filmed eA, top and bottom margins can be supplied
merely by adjusting the interframe spacing when the work is being micro.
filmed. There is little possibility of providing additional left and right
margins. An extra half inch of binding margin is available if rz', paper
is used instead of rlr'paper to reproduce books filmed in position iA;
obviously this extra half inch is not going to be obtained from those com-
mercial -operators who stock only the r r/, paper.

Duplex Xerography, recently introduied by a well-known firm, will
solve many of the binding problems; however, its full utilization will call
for stringent observation of filming standards. At present the method will
work only for books filmed in position eA.

A dm inisterin g C opy fl o O r ders

In- order to keep track of the cost of Xerox copyflo, fairly detailed
records must be maintained. Films must be identified with the library's
name to guard against loss or misplacement. rn addition to order num-
bers for internal accounting, it is well to keep records of trre number of
prints pu_rchased and to compute the footage of paper required. When
co_mputed_ paper footages are compared with invoicei, one i-'ay find that
additional payment has been requested for any paper leader and trailer
(non-image area) consumed. rt is advisable for'the ribrary to specify the
magnification desired in order to avoid disappointmenrs with the size of
the finished prints. rn estimating costs it is important to total the page
count rather than rely on the last numbered page, since unnumbered
pages, introductory matter, and plates often take up considerable space. rf
films are sent to an out-of-townkero* laboratory, 

"borrt bTo of th-e value
of the order should be allowed for shipping and insuranci. 

-

with each film we record and send to the Xerox operator the follow-
ing: (r) the Harvard order number, (:) density of film, (3) magnification

onl y 
"-Vet-v

) h 4 r 4 l l

zd*
bA,e"qlp
l s  * . ,
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clesired, (4) number of copies wanted, (5) film footage, (6) estimated foot-

age of paper required, (7) the number of images on the film, and (8) fe
insurance-value bf the fiim. A record of this information is very useful if

copy is made as protection against possible loss in transit. If the film is

deitined for the Master Film-Colleciion, additional routing information
is added. Below is an outline of steps required to administer three types of

orders for Xerox Copyflo:

A. From a book filmed at Harvard

r. Prepare an estimate by (a) counting aII pages, including the unnum-

bered pages, roman paging, etc., (b) measuring the page size, and (c)
multiplying the total- numLer of pages by the page rate for the size in-

volved.
s. Decide on the reduction and position to be used during filming,

keeping in mind any binding stub required upon subsequent enlargement.

3. fim the bool at coriect lighisetting to obtain a negative of opti-

mum density for Xerox.
4. Inspect processed film for bibliographic accuracy and technical

quality.^ 
5. select the most suitable or economical magnification to be used; this

muy o. may not be the same as the reduction employed during filming'

6. Measure the length of the film with film footage counter'

7. Figure the papei footage by multiplying the magnification and the

film footage.
8. Compute insurance value of film.
g. Specify grade of paper desired.
ro. Prepare order to operator.
rr. Pack and ship fi lms.
rz. Unpack and iut rolled prints according to specifications'
(Note: 

tlhe 
above does noi include internal paper work or searching

and paging of volumes.)

B. From a film produced elsewhere:

r. Measure the footage of the film.
z. Establish the numler of frames or pages on the film; use to deter-

mine estimate if requested.

3. Inspect film for technical quality.

i. ff t6" paper copy is for binding, determine the magnification which

will allow foi linaing margins; if not, select a magnification which gives

the best compromise between cost and size of copy.

(a) Images of uniform size:
(r) N{easure the imaee with a ruler.
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(z) Compute magnification nearest ro the ten available en-
largement factors.

(b) Images NOT of uniform size.
(r) Find the nearesr image on the film.
(z) Repeat steps r-? above.

5. Repeat steps ?-r2 above.

C. From a positive film.

r. Make a new negative.
z. Repeat above additional sreps.

Conclusions

publishing lengthy runs of entire volumes the efficiency of the Copyflo
machine is at present unchallenged, but its economy for the produition
of single^copies rs questionable; really low cost reproduction ;ill depend
on the future development of cheaper, simpler, and more automatic
equipment.

Pour conclure, la xirographie, procidd de reproduction intdressant, peu ond-
reux, susceptible de rendre de grands services aux bibliothdcaires, ndcessite
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I'emploi d'un appareillage coirteux que scules les grandes bibliothdques peuvent
songir i re pro.rt"., leurs besoins en reproductions assurant l'utilisation suffi-
.attte d". michines et par consdquent la possibilitd d'amortissement. Dans les
autres cas, il est probable-ent prEfi.able de recourir au travail it fagon par des
maisons commerciales sp€cialis€es.r6

matter of time." 18

Many of the statements about Xerox Copyflo, it must be surmised, have
been made by persons who have had no working exPerience with the

process. Some'of these statements appear to b,e based uPon the'notion that
ihe volume of Xerox work and its cost are in inverse proportion, a claim
which while certainly true for business and commelcial documents, hardly

applies to library materials. This writer suspects that for library and

siholarly reproduction, administrative costs increase faster than the ma-

chine service costs decrease with higher volume. This is readily under-

standable, for where collections are large and originals diverse, the very

availability of copying service operates to increase the complexity of the

demands upon it.re If this is true, it is questionable whether, given current

costs, any private research library will find it possible to compete econom-
ically wiih a comercial operator whose large vblume of work afiords many

significant savings.2o
The fact is that the equipment used and the type of service rendered

will be largely dependent on the character of the library's resources and on
the needs of its clientele, rather than on the capacities or virtue$ of any
one system of reproduction. Large libraries which supply memorandum

An unfortunate but unavoidable consequence of such diversification is
higher cost per unit of output.

Vernon D. Tate, Executive Secretary of the National Microfilm Associa-
tion, has stated: "The time to prepare to use microfilm is before it is
made."22 Our experience with Xerox Copyflo harshly demonstrates the

truth of this dictum. Without an adequate understanding of and prepara-
tion for new processes, the librarian is likely to get carried away by the
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potentialities of improved technology. Failure to study the requirements
ot any new process can result in some very costly mistakes. In the past,
because of low volume, much of the cost of these mistakes was invisible.

position to utilize present methods and. evaluate newer techniques.

APPENDIX

Frarvard's scale of charges for single copy Xerox copyflo service is as
follows:

The minimum order is $5.oo; permanent/durable book paper is normally
used.

The above scale is based on cost studies which show that where micro-
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Library Experience with the Xerox' 914
Copier

a s s o c i a t e D i r e c t o r i:iT), 0", ;,t##):
Ohio State Uniaersity Libraries

Columbus, Ohio

Introduction

time that a book could be reproduced in substantially its original form
in a single copy at a cosr of only a few cenrs per page. A large siale repro-
duction of out-of-prinr books, requesred by-libiarianr, qni.kty followed
the developm,ent of the Copyflo.
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Capabil it ies

The Xerox gr4 is intended, and commonly used, for copying from flat
sheets, bound books, and unbound material onto regular, untreated coPy
paper. The material to be copied is placed text down on a glass platen,
the number of copies desired is dialed, and a button is pressed to Put the
machine in operation. The copies made on an untreated bond copy paper
are delivered to the machine's copy receiving tray. Actual operation of
the machine is so simple that no training is required. Harvard Medical
Library allows library users to make their own copies or to have an opera-
tor make them. The speed of producing copies has been reported at four
or five single exposures per minute, or about as fast as the oPerator can
position the original. Multiple copies can be made at the rate of eight per
minute.

The quality of the copies is very good; in fact, reports are that the copy
from the gr4 will be of more uniform blackness than an original that is
lightly or unevenly printed or typed. Colored inks and colored papers are
satisfactorily copied as black and white. Flowever, halftones cannot be
copied by the electrostatic proces$, since the necessary static electric
charge will not hold over an extensive black area. Halftones may be
almost unrecognizable in an electrostatic copy. Furthermore, copying is
at a one-to-one ratio; the original cannot be enlarged or reduced' Because
the copying surface is flat, there is a tendency to open bound volumes as
much as possible, potentially harmful to the binding. However, this prob'
lem is leis serious than it is on other copiers, since the Xerox gr4 will
copy the part of the text which does not contact the plate, although it
will be slightly curved.

The copy paper is an untreated stock. The Xerox Corporation sells a

zo pound sulphite bond paper specially developed, manufactured, and
cut for best results on the 9r4 Copier. Ffowever, any carefully cut and pack-
aged bond paper may be used. Card stock, ledger stock, and paper ofiset
masters may also be used, if they are not too thick. The gr4 Copier's speci-
fications limit the thickness of a sheet of in-put material to .oo6 inches.
Provision is made on the machine for adjusting feeder tension and fuser
temperature to accommodate difierent Paper and card stocks' However,
if the library plans to use light weight ofiset masters, card stock, or ledger
stock as in-put material, the optimum weight of stock and settings for
feeder and fuser should be worked out with the Xerox Corporation serv-
iceman. This precaution may not only ensure trouble-free feeding but
also prevent excessive wear on the printing drum.

The Library of Congress has tried to use the Xerox gl4 to copy cata-
log cards. Ilowever, it was found that the feeder mechanism is not capable
of handling stock of this weight (caliper thickness approximately .ot inch)
with sufficiently close registration to produce good quality catalog cards.

Mai,ntenance
If the actual operation of the Xerox gr4 is absurdly easy, the main-

tenance of the machine is not so simple. The manufacturer requires that
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a key operator be designated by the library. This operator is thoroughly
trained by a sewice man in the mechanical operation of the machine, so
that he can instruct users, perform routine maintenance (replenish paper
supply, clean the selenium-coated printing drum and other parts, replace
the filter receptacle for excess toner), and correct simple difficulties (clear
paper jams, adjust feeder tension or fuser serring). For the first few monrhs
of operation, paper jams and other problems are frequent. At least this
has been the experience of the libraries reporting. AJ the local operaror
becomes familiar with the problem, and the machine is properly adjustecl,
paper jams and other breakdowns become less frequent. One library re-
ports that it had 33 service calls during the first sfu months it used the
Xerox 9r4. This is not difficult to understand when one remembers how
complex this machine is. rt contains many parts made on close tolerances,
with complex electrical circuits and opticai apparatus. A slight deviation
from n-ormal in any of these parts can ca.,se the machine to operate im-
properly and require a service call. Breakdowns may put the michine out
of operation from several hours to several davs. In fiirness, it should be
pointed out that the reports of experiences all relate to the early months
of development of the Xerox 9r4. The manufacturer has made improve-
ments in its later models for easier, more foolproof operation. Recent
models have an improved paper tray. They alio have standard power
requirements (r15 volts,3o amp.), instead of the special wiring formerly
required. Another factor which caused long delays when a 6reakdown
occurred was that needed printing drums and other replacement parts
had to be ordered from the manufacturer's plant in Rochester, N. y. This
has now been largely corrected, with local distributors stocking most re-
placement.parts. Some service calls can be avoided by the simple pre-
ventive maintenance of keeping the machine cleaned.

Location

Location of the Xerox gr4 within the library depends largely on rhe
nature of its principal use. If it is to be used wholly or primarily in the
library's internal operations, as it is at Chemical Abstiacts, it will be
housed in a room not open to the public. If, on the other hand, it is to be
available to the library's readers, it ought to be in an accessible location.
The Harvard Medical Library gave rhis copying service a high space
priority and set up its Xerox gr4 in the front corridor.a The operation is
not quiet and should not be installed in a reading room or other location
where silence is required. On the other hand, a small room may be heated
uncomfortably by the fusing mechanism in the machine. The slight odor
given ofi in the operation may also be somewhat objectionable in a small
room, particularly one that it not well ventilated. The gr4, like other
electrostatic printing equipment, operates best where the humidity is con-
trolled by an air conditioning unit.

Unit Costs

Costs reported by the libraries are difficult to compare because of the
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different volumes of work and difierent conditions under which copies
are made. Mr. LaHood, after a careful analysis of cost and life of printing
drum and supplies at The Library of Congress, ar-rives at a unit cost of

5.g cents for the first s,ooo copies, and 4.65 cents for copies over 2,ooo pro-
duced during the month. This figure includes machine rental and all
supplies, but does not include labor or overhead. Thus, the unit cost, ex-
cluding labor and overhead, of producing 2o,ooo copies per month would
be 4.78 cents; for lo,ooo copies per month, it would be 4.g cents.

Chemical Abstracts, using its gr4 as production-line equipment, pro-
duces about l,ooo to r,4oo copies per day from issues of current journals.
Based on a minimum of r,ooo copies per day, Chemical Abstracts states
that its total cost per copy, including labor, machine rental, and supplies,
is between five and six cents.

Contrasting conditions prevail at Harvard Medical Library. As noted
above, its Xerox gr4 Copier is placed where library patrons may make
their own copies or have them made by an operator. Two operators are
employed on split schedules, in order to give copying service from 7 a.m.
to lo p.m. While one of these operators must be available for service to
the machine, it is possible that he can also perform other library work not
related to the cost of this service. Ttre charge to readers is five cents per
copy. Payment is on the honor system, thus relieving the library of over-
head costs of billing and mailing. Library stafi members and other uni-
versity administrative stafi members are not charged for copies they need.
Unit costs have not been estimated, but it is known that the charge of five
cents does not cover the total cost. The cost of labor would necessarily be
greater in this situation than in the production-line use at Chemical
Abstracts. It is important to notice that the unit cost is a cost per copy
and may include two pages of a small book or journal.

Summary

In summary, early users of the Xerox gr4 report that they are making
copies of excellent quality, in some cases superior to the original docu-
ment, at a cost of about five and one-half cents to seven and one-half cents
per copy. If the use of the machine is production-line, i.e., the oPerator
uses the machine continuously throughout the day, the cost per copy
is close to five cents. \Mhere the use is intermittent throughout the day,
the cost approaches the higher figure. Flat sheets, bound books, or un-
bound journals may be copied. Operation of the copier is so simple that
untrained staff or library users may make their own copies. However, a
key operator must be trained to maintain the machine, correct infrequent
paper jams, and make simple adjustments. Up until the end of 196o, users
have reported a difficult initial period of getting the machine properly
adjusted and learning to keep it in operation. F{owever, improvements
have been made in later models, and replacement parts have been stocked
locally, so that less breaking-in difficulties have been experienced in r96'r.
Because of the noise, heat, and odor of the machine (all of a low level,
however), it should be housed either in an air conditioned, or well-venti-
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lated workroom, or in an open public area where quiet is not essential.
Any ljfptt producing more than r,ooo copies per month should investi-
gate the Xerox gr4.

r. Xerox and copyflo are regisrered ,#Til;J:t Xerox corporarion, formerly Haroid
Xerox, Inc., of Rochester, New york.

The Bibliographical Control of Microforms.
Wnsrny SruouroN, Associate Professor, Library School

Uniuersity of Minnesotn, Minneapolis

Preface

can be evolved, and the preparation of a report identifying these prob-
lems and proposing tentative solutions."

of material should be reproduced in microformat, or of the most appro-
priate medium of microreproduction for particular bibliographical forms
(i.e., newspapers, periodicals, monographs, etc.). Further, attention has
been devoted exclusively to those microforms which, so far as can be de-
termined, are destined to b,e retained permanently in libraries or other
comparable institutions.

The study has been carried out under the auspices of the Association
of Research Libraries, with the advice and help of an advisory commirree
consisting of Flerman Fussler, Director of Libraries, University of Chi-
cago; Stanley Pargellis, Librarian, Newberry Library; and George A.

* A report submitted to the Association of Research Libraries, June r, 196r.
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Schwegmann, Jr., Chief, Union Catalog Division, Library of Congress.**
Data and opinion have been gathered through visits and corresPondence
with individuals and interested corporate groups: (r) librarians, in pub-
lic, academic and special libraries; (z) representatives of scholarly and
professional associations, including the American Association of Law
Libraries, the American Council of Learned Societies, the American His'
torical Association, the American Library Association, the American
Theological Library Association, the Association of Research Libraries,
the Modern Language Association of America, the National Microfilm
Association, the Society of American Archivists, and the Special Libraries
Association; (3) commercial producers of microforms, most notably thc
Microcard Corporation, the Microcard Foundation, the Readex Micre

print Corporation, and University Microfilms; (4) bibliographical agencies
which have been or may be involved in the bibliography of microforms,
such as the Philadelphia Bibliographical Center and Union Library
Catalogue, the National Union Catalog, the H. W. Wilson Company, and
the R. R. Bowker Company.

The importance of the topic and the desire of all parties to achieve
solutions of the many problems involved have been reflected in the
courtesies extended to the author on every hand. \&'ithout exception, the
welcome has been cordial and the data requested have been provided
completely and prornptly.

Introduction

The problems involved in the bibliographical control of microforms
grow out of three general considerations. First, microreproduction has
become a medium of publication as well as a method of making copies.
So far as libraries are concerned, at least, the problems derive not so much
from the use of microreproduction to provide a single copy on demand as
from the fact that books, serials, newspapers, and other types of materials
are now being produced either originally and solely in microform or as
simultaneous or later versions of a paper-copy original. Further, material
published in microform presumably can be kept in print indefinitely.
Beyond this, assuming sufficient demand or a suffici€ntly important de-
mand, works which are no longer "in print" can be brought back into
print, or, for that matter, coupora of manuscript material heretofore avail-
able only in single geographical locations can be put "in print" for wide
distribution. Second, the life of a microform coPy in many instances will
be longer than the life of its paper counterpart. Third, the rapid develop'
ment of the technology of microreproduction has made it relatively easy
to make a microscopy of virtually any textual material.

In attempting to answer the questions and problems arising from these
developments, the present report proceeds on the assumPtion that for

**At its meeting in Cleveland on July 8, rgi6r, the ARL endorsed in principle the
recommendations contained in the report as presented herewith. An advisory commit-
tee, consisting of Herman Fussler, George Schwegmann, Stanley Pargellis, and Gordon
Williams, was directed to take the steps necessary to carry out the recommendations.
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bibliographical purposes the intellectual content of a microform is more
important than its physical format. It follows, then, that microforms
should be listed and cataloged according to the same methods and the
same criteria as those employed in successful attempts at bibliographical
control of the traditional carriers of knowledge, insofar as possible. This
is true of all microforms, whether they represent copies of previously-
extant materials or materials first made available through the medium of
microreproduction. The problems and methods of the bibliographical
control of microforms are inextricably bound up with the problems and
methods of bibliographical control in general.

For purposes of this report, three facets of the bibliographical control
of microforms have been identified:

r. "internal bibliographical control of microforms," that is, the con-
trol provided by the bibliographic information included on the microform
itself

z- "bibliothecal bibliographical control of microforms," that is, the
measures employed in individual libraries to organize and catalog micro-
forms

3. "external bibliographical control of microforms," that is, the con-
trol provided by bibliographies, lists, and other records of microforms.

Internal Bibliographical Control of Microfarms

The necessity for adequate internal bibliographical controls for micro-
reproductions, in the form of bibliographical identifications and targets
placed at the beginning of the microreproduction, has long been recog-
nized, and little more can be done here than to add to the exhortations of
the past. The main reason for the lack of efiective internal bibliogtaphi-
cal controls has been the preparation of microreproductions by persons
uninterested in or unaware of the information which should be included
on the microcopy. The present study and other developments in this area,
hopefully, have made most of the parties concerned more aware than
before of the problem. The most important current development is the
revision of the ALA Guide to MicrofiIming Practices, by the special Li-
brary Standards for l\{icrofilm Committee of ALA, under the chairman-
ship of Peter Scott. This document, when cornpleted, should provide a
detailed guide for the preparation of scholarly microfilm and, by exten-
sion, of other microforms.

Because of the imminence of nublication of the revised Guide, no
attempt will be made in the presint report to present detailed recorn-
mendations concerning the introductory information which should be
placed on microforms. Flowever, the following twelve items may be speci-
fied, of which the first five should always be given, the others only as
necessary or appropriate: (r) macroscopic legend (a brief bibliographic
citation, legible with the naked eye); (2) full bibliographic citation, pre-
pared according to standard ALA and LC rules; (3) date and agency of
filming, plus distributing agency, if difterent; (4) reduction ratio; (f) i"-
tended location of master negative; (6) contents or gaps; (7) location of
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original material (in the case of rare books or other items which have been
subjected at some time to a full bibliographical description); (8) an intro-
duction to the material, containing background information concerning
it, ideally prepared according to instructions such as those in The Prepara'
tion of Records for Publication on Microfi.Im of the National Archives
(this ordinarily only for manuscript materials); (g) reference to a separate
index or description of the material, published or unpublished; (ro) any
necessary statements concerning restriction on use of the reproduced ma-
terial, literary rights, provenance, etc.; (ll) the form of the microform
(microfilm, microfiche, Microcard, etc.); and (rz) image placement. (The
last two items need be included only in those instances where it may be
feasible or desirable to reproduce a copy of the introductory information
to serve as a form reporting the existence of the microform to a central
agency for bibliographical purposes, as discussed subsequently in this
report.)

Bibliothecnl Bibliographical Control of Microforms

In the area of bibliothecal bibliographical control of microforms, that
is, measures employed in individual libraries to organize and catalog
microforms, three broad problem areas may be discerned: (r) to what
extent are microforms to be cataloged; (z) how are they to be described
as physical objects; and (3) how are they to be arranged.
ExrrNr oF cATALocING oF MrcRoFoRMs. The economics of acquiring and
cataloging library materials have been significantly changed by the ad-
vent of microforms as a major factor in library holdings. The relatively
low cost and ease of acquiring individual titles and large bodies of ma-
terials have given new depth to the old problem of how thoroughly
library collections should be cataloged. By and large, librarians have
hitherto atfempted to provide at least a main entry for each of the bib-
liographically-independent works (books, periodicals, etc.) in their collec-
tions, leaving unrecorded the bibliographically-dependent works (chapters
in books, articles in periodicals, etc.). Now that it is possible for any
library to secure microform copies of all of the titles listed in Evans's
American Bibliography, the question arises-are the microform copies to
be considered bibliographically independent, like their paper copy coun-
terparts, or bibliographically dependent, in the sense that they may be
identified by reference to the Evans bibliography?

With full recognition of the magnitude of the problem, it still must
be asserted that decisions concerning the need for cataloging and the
depth of cataloging should be based on the importance of the content of
library materials (and, to a lesser degree, on the ease with which they
may be located if they are not cataloged) rather than on their physical
format. It is therefore essential that every effort be made to develop coop-
erative or centralized analytic cataloging for multiple-title micropublish-
ing projects, of the sort provided by the University of Michigan Library
for STC films. Even with a limited number of subscribers, this project
has been successful and self-supporting over the years, at a cost to par-
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ticipating libraries of only go( per title. Most microform publishers are
willing to expedite such projects if librarians are willing to undertake
them. The logical agency to pursue these activities is the Subcommittee
on Micropublishing Projects of the Committee on Resources of ALA.

Pavsrcar. DEscRrprroN oF MrcRoFonus. With regard to the physical de-
scription of microforms in library catalogs, two basic problems may be
identified: first, how to relate the microform to the original work of which
it is a copy and second, how much information concerning the physical
form of the microform is necessary or desirable on the catalog card. In
considering the first of these problems, it is convenient to identify two
theories of the cataloging of microforms, which may be termed the
"facsimile theory" and the "edition theory." The facsimile theory may be
said to be primarily concerned with the intellectual content of the work,
in that it considers all microforms to be reproductions of previously exist-
ing works, whether these works have been "published" or not, and is not
concerned with whether the microform represents publication or is in-
tended merely as a single copy. In describing the microform, it attempts
first to describe the original, and then to add to this description the perti-
nent items for identifying the microform. The edition theory, on the
other hand, is more concerned with the physical object. It draws a distinc-
tion between those microforms which may be called "editions," in the
sense that several or many copies are produced, which are widely avail-
able, and those microforms which represent single copies. Further, in
describing the microform, greater prominence is given to the physical
format of the microform than that of the original of which it is a copy.
The present Library of Congress Rules lor Descriptiae Cataloging at times
follow the facsimile theory and at times the edition theory.

The examples on pp. 3g-4o illustrate the differences between current
LC practice in the descriptive cataloging of microforms and the practices
to be employed if the facsimile theory were to be adopted in all cases. On
the basis of these examples, several observations may be made. Fi,rst, under
the facsimile theory, any bibliographical entity once described need not
be described again, except to add a brief note if some new physical form
has been used. (Hopefully, this practice could be extended even to manu-
script collections. Cards prepared for the National Union Catalog of
Manuscript Collections might provide the basis for the description of
microcopies of such collections.) Second, if desired, it would be possible
for a library which had microfilmed an item from its previously-cataloged
collection to limit the change on the catalog card to the call number.
Third, the facsimile theory relegates to the last position on the catalog
card information concerning the physical features of the item in hand.
(fhis should not create problems in library catalogs, where the call num-
bF-r includes indication of the physical format of the item, but conceivably
it could present problems in the bibliographical listing of microforms.)
Fourth, the facsimile theory makes possible the wider use of LC cards in
cataloging microreproductions, since the card for the original may be
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easily used, with the addition of a note concerning the microforrn. Fifth,
the edition theory gives greater prominence to the facts of publication
of the microform. Si.xth, t}i.e edition theory results in separating copies in
a bibliography or a catalog which is based on date, such as the National
Union Catalog.

It is recommended that in the course of the present revision of Sec.
tion to of the Rules for Descriptiae Cataloging at the Library of Congress,
serious consideration be giaen to an attempt to apply the facsimile theory
in all details of the cataloging of microforms and that research librari.es
of the country follow this principle, so that uniformity of microform
cataloging practices will be at least as great as that of booh cataloging
practices.

In considering the information regarding the physical aspects of the
microform which may be presented on the catalog card, it is possible to
identify the following eleven items which should- be consid.eied for in-
clusion in any description of a microform: (r) the form of the microcopy,
i.e., microtransparency, micro-opaque, reel or sheet form, etc.; (z) the
number of pieces, if more than one; (3) whether the item is positive or
negative; (4) width (of reel microfilm) or size (of items in sheet or card
form); (5) location of the original paper copy (at least for rare or unusual
items); (6) date and agent of filming; (7) location of master negative (if
item in hand is a copy thereof); (8) reduction ratio; (g) image placement;
(ro) length (i.e., feet of film); and (r r) density.

The decision as to how many of these items should be recorded on the
catalog card must depend upon the purpose of that card. Srictly speaking
none of these items needs to be given in order to list or service the micro.
form in the library, and if the microform has been properly made, most
of these items will be recorded on the microform. If none of these items
were included on the catalog card, it would be possible to use the same
card to represent a microfilm prepared to replace a discarded cataloged
book as that used for the book itself, by changing only the call number.
flowever, if the catalog card prepared locally is intended to serve as the
record or as the basis for the record of the item in a union catalog or
union list (as discussed later in this report), obviously certain of these
items need to be included. The present Rules fm Descriptiue Cataloging
call for inclusion of the first seven items in this list, either directly in the
rules or by example. It is recommen,ded that the Rules be rewritten so as
to rnake expli,cit ratlter than implicit the inclusion on the catalog card ol
the fi.rst seuen items in the list aboue.

MnrHons oF ARRANGTNG MrcRoFoRvrs. With regard to methods of arrang-
ing microforms in libraries, no single method will be recornmended in this
report, since this is primarily a policy question subject to varying deci-
sions in difierent libraries, with many factors external to this report
necessnry of consideration. However, the major choices are presented
below, for guidance in making the decision.

Leaving aside those works which are essentially self-cataloging or self-
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indexing, such as U. S. government documents on Microprint, arranged
in Monthly Catalog listing order, or the reproduction of tiiles from Evans
arranged according to Evans number, the librarian may choose from

In deciding among these alternatives, it must be recognized that, as
of the moment at least, browsing among microforms is not widely prac-
ticed. At the same time, however, if one is convinced that microforms
should be treated as much like codex books as possible on the theory that
both forms are designed to carry information, it is possible to make a
stronger case for the subject classification of microforms, at least in a
library which classifies its books by subject, than has traditionally ap-
peared in the literature on rhe subject. It should also be kept in mind
that while to date most library collections of microforms have been cen-
talized, it is quite likely that eventually departmental or divisional
libraries organized on a subject basis will be considered quite incomplete
if they are limited to codex materials. A microform collection arranged at
least in broad subjecr classes will permit the identification of materials on
a subject basis much more readily than one arranged in accession order.

External Bibliographical Control of Llicrof orms
The basic bibliographical needs of the scholar and the librarian may

be expressed as (r) a record of published materials, (z) a record of avail-
able materials and, (3) a record of locations of materials. The structure
of the "external" bibliographical control of microforms musr take ac-
count of these needs, without ignoring the basic consideration that
microreproductions of previously extant works constitute copies rather
than editions and should therefore be listed and recorded in the same way
and in the same place as the originals, insofar as possible.

RscoR.o oF puBLrsHED MATERTALS. To make our records of published ma-
terials as complete as possible, it is desirable that any microform which
rep,resents original publication, such as lAildlife Disease and Hanley's
Index to Rimes in American and English Poetry, be listed in the bibliog-
raphy appropriate for the particular bibliographical form involved. Thus,
Wildlife Disease should be listed in New Serial Titles, and Hanley's Inde'x
should be listed in Publishers' Weehty and. Cumulatiue Book Ind'ex.

It is recommended that the Association of Research Libraries mahe
uigorous representation to the publishers of such uorks and the compilers
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of the appropriate bibliographi,es that such titles be included in our
b asic b i. b Ii o grap hi cal r e c or ds.

Rpcono oF AvATLABLE MATERIALS. A record of materials available in micro-
form is needed by the librarian and the scholar in order to avoid duplica-
tion of filming and to make known what is availab,le for reproduction of
copies. To date, this need has been met in part by the Union List of
Microfilms and by Newspapers on MinofiIm, both of which locate master
negative copies. However, the record has been incomplete, in that many
libraries and other agencies have not reported to the compilers of these
Iists and the lists have not included materials issued in micro-opaque
form for which a master negative exists.

It is therefore recornmended that a new bibliographical record be estab-
Iished, deaoted to listing those ti,tles for which a master negatiue* exists.
Broad recommendations concerning the scope, form, and other major
details of this record are presented below. As the record is compiled, fur-
ther discussion of these points by all interested parties will doubtless be
necessary.

Scopr. The goal should be to list all negatives which are retained as "fiIe"
or "master" negatives, including (r) negatives prepared for the making of
micro-opaques, (z) works filmed abroad, (g) items whose use is restricted,
in the sense that positive copies may not be made, and (4) titles already
listed in other printed bibliographies, both of originals and of microforms,
such as the S'TC, the Microfilm Catalogue, Basic Baptist Historical Ma-
terials, Dissertation Abstracts, the forthcoming Guide to Photocopied
Histori cal M aterials, etc.

With regard to the types of materials which should be considered for
listing, it is possible to define three broad categories:

r. Materials which should definitely be included
a. serials
b. newspapers
c. separately published monographs-books, pamphlets, etc.
d. manuscripts (single works)
e. manuscrint collections

s. Materials which- it is impossible or undesirable to include
a. government documents (at least those included in large scale

projects such as those of Readex Microprint)
b. subject-oriented collections, such as chemical patents and

projects like those of the Petroleum Research Corporation
c. unitized records such as the Human Relations Area File
d. technical report literature

3. Borderline materials
a. dissertations
b. copies of card catalogs and other unpublished indexes

* The term "master negative" is used here to designate a film which is used only

for making prints. A "master," or "fiIe," negative should never be used for ordinary

reading or reference.
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c. materials of genealogical interest (vital records, court records,
etc.)

d. public records, including archival collections

rxronruerroN TNcLUDED FoR TTTLES REcoRDED. In addition to the biblio-
Slaphic citation, prepared according to standard procedures, and indica-
tion of location of the copy filmed in the case of raie or unusual materials,

presently used for reporting to the Microfilm Clearing l{ouse, but it is
only realistic to assume that many agencies will find it desirable, perhaps
mandato,ry, to report in their own individual way, including the use bf
copies of catalog cards. A large amount of editorial work ai the central
agency cannot be avoided.

ord,er of priority of publication of the aarious sections of the record be as
f ollows:

r. newspapers (probably in the form of new editions of Neuspapers on Micro-
fit*)

z. serials
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3. seParately published monographs, including perhaps dissertations and films
of unpublished indexes

4. -anus..ipt collections, including perhaps public records, archival collec-
tions, and genealogical materials

5. manuscripts (single works)

Locerrou oF coplEs oF MIcRoFoRMS. The third basic bibliographical need
is a record of location of usable copies. On the assumption that a micro'
form copy should be treated bibliographically as much like its original as

possible and that a microform copy may be just as usable as a paper copy,
it is recommended that microform copies be listed in the same union cata-
logs and union lists as are appropriate for their originals, insofar as pos:
sible. Thus, a microcopy of i book published in 186o should be recorded
in the National Unio,n Catalog; a microcopy of a book published in 196o

should be listed in the National (Jnion Catalo'g; a microcopy of a pe-
riodical should be listed in New Serial Titles or the (Jnion List of Serials;
a microcopy of the Adams papers should be recorded in the National
Union Catalog of Manuscript Collections.

It is therefore recornrn;nded that libraries and other comparable in-
stitutions report their holdi,ngs of usable copies of microforms to the
National (Jnion Catalog at the Library of Congr ess, according to the same
criteria as those employed for the reporting of copies of the original'
(Ideally, books should be reported to the National Union Catalog, serials

to New Serial Titles, and manuscript collections to the National union

Catalog of Manuscript Collections. The recommendation of a single re-

cipienifor all reporti is made with a view to simplification of the report-
ing procedure, in the hope of securing wider participation") The impact

of-the additional load on the appropriate catalogs and bibliographies
may force reconsideration of the present criteria for listing locations in

these records, but to exclude microform copies per se is clearly illogical.

S ummary an d Re c ornm en da ti ons

On the assumptions that the problems and methods of the bibliogtaph-
ical control of microforms cannot be divorced from the problems and
methods of bibliographical control in general, and that microforms

should be listed and cataloged in the same Places and in the same manner
as their originals whenever possible, specific recommendations have been
made in this report as follows:

r. Efiorts should be made to ensure that microforms which represent
original publications should be listed in bibliogtaphies of printed ma-
terials as appropriate.

z. Details of a proposed new bibliographical record of master negatives
have been presented. The purpose of the record would be to indicate what
materials have been filmed, in order to avoid duplication of filming and
to make known what materials are available for reproduction of copies.

3. Library copies of microforms should be listed in the same union
catalogs and union lists as are appropriate for their originals, insofar as
possible. Libraries and other comparable institutions should therefore
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report their holdings of microforms to the National Union Catalog, at
d1s T.ibrary of Congress, according to rhe same criteria as those employed
for the reporting of copies of the original materials.

5. Efiorts to provide separately issued catalog cards for titles included
in large scale micropublishing projects should be encouraged.

6. In the physical description of microforms, an attempt should be
made always to describe first the original work, supplementing this de-
scription with a description of the microform. It is recommended that the
Library of congress apply this principle in its revision of the microforms
section of its Rules lor Descriptiue cataloging. Recommendations are also
made concerning the extent of description of microforms as physical
objects.

PRESI,NT LC PRACTICE

Frarey, Carlyle James
Subject heading revision by the Li Subject heading revision by the Li

brary of Congress, rg4r-rgbo. Roches- brary of Congress, rg4r-rg5o. [".p.]
ter, N. Y., University of Rochester rggr.
Press for the Association of College and iii, 97 l. diagrs., tables. zg cm.
Reference Libraries, rg54.

3 cards. 71/2 x r2y2 cm. (ACRL mi Thesis (M.S.)-Columbia Universiry.
crocard series, no. r5) Bibliography: leaves 94-g!.

Microprint copy. Rochester, N. Y.,
Microprint copy of typescript. University of Rochester press for the
Collation of the original: iii, 97 l. Association of College and Reference

diagrs., tables. e9 cm. Libraries, ryb4.g cards. Tyrx tz/z cm.
Thesis (M.S.)-Columbia University. ACRL microcard series, no. r5.
Bibliography: Ieaves g4-97.

The Medical examiner. v. r-7, Jan. g, The Medical examiner. v. r-7, Jan. g,
r838-Dec. 26, 1844; new ser., v. r-1? r8g8-Dec. 26, 1844; new ser., v. r-r2
(no. tr44), Jan. r845-Dec. r856. Phi l-  (no. r-r44), Jan. r845-Dec. r856. phi l-
adelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston. adelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston.
ro reels (American periodical series. rg v. illus.

rSoo-r85o. 428-$7)
Frequency varies.
Title varies: 1849, The Medical ex-

aminer and retrospect of the medical
sciences.-r844-53, The Medical exam-
iner and record of medical science.

United with the Louisville review to
form the North American medico-
chirurgical review.

Microfilm copy (positive) by Univer-
sity Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich. ro
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FACSIMILE THEORY

Frarey, Carlyle James

Microfilm copy (positive) by Univer-
sity Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Mich.

Collation of the original as derer-
mined from the film: rg v. illus.

Frequency varies.
Title varies: 1843, The Medical ex-

aminer and retrospect of the medical
sciences.-r84 4-gg, The Medical exam-
iner and record of medical science.
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An Example of Conventional-Title
Cataloging

f aeN Pnnnreur-t, Librarian
Humanities Sectionl Mitwaukee Public Library

ToHN cer,owrr-l's ARTICLE "Conventional Titles: a Suggestion" (Library

I Rrtourrrt and Technical Seruices, Summer 196o) was of great in-
d tetert to the Milwaukee Public Library, since its tentative outline of

a theoretical basis for conventional-title cataloging shows a wider accept-

ance than was anticipated of the kind of thinking that we are adopting'

The author's proposils toward this end have been implemented largely
by Mary E. Tisovnik, Chief of Processing, and Orval Liljequist, Coordi-
ttutor of Humanities, both of whom have been concerned in making such

a system of cataloging applicable to any area of the total collection where
"classics" predominale.-Milwaukee's pilot project is in the philosophy
collection, since in that alea we have a listing of the classic titles in "con-

ventional" form.

. 4 0

United with the Louisville review to
form the North American medico-
chirurgical review.

Lang, William Bailey
Views with ground plans of the high-

land cottages at Roxbury (near Boston)
designed and erected by Wm. Bailey
Lang. Boston, Printed by L. H. Bridg-
ham and H. E. Felch, 1845.

(American culture series, 3r:ro)

Microfilm copy (positive) made in
r956 by University Microfilms, Ann Ar-
bor, Mich.

Collation of the original: Iro] r.
g plates (incl. 3 plans)

Menzel, Johanna Margarete, rg3o-
German-Japanese relations during

the Second World War. Chicago [Dept.
of Photoduplication, University of Chi-
cago Library] 1957.

Microfilm copy (positive) of type-
scfrpt.

Collation of the original: 539 l. illus.
Thesis-University of Chicago.
Includes bibliography.

reels. American periodical series. r8oo-

r85o,428-497.

ham and H. E. Felch, 1845.

[ro] r.9 plates ( incl.  3 Plans)

Microfilm copy (Positive) made in

r956 by University Microfilms, Ann Ar-

bor, Mich. American culture series

3 r : r o .

Menzel, Johanna Margarete, r93o-
German-Japanese relations during

the Second World War. Chicago, t957.

539 l. illus.

Thesis-University of Chicago.
Includes bibliographY.
Microfilm copy (positive) of tYPe-

script, made in r957 by Dept. of Pho_to-

duplication, University of Chicago Li-

brary.
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All the works of one aurhor
together

Acceptance of the printed
author-entry

All editions of one work
ogether

Unadulterated descriptive
cataloging

- Wh9-1 the preliminary bibliographic investigation has been completed,
there still remain certain problem areas, notably:

a) the separation of the author's total literary production into the
separate bodies of writing to which "individual titles;' are to be assigned;

, b) the question of what language to use in setting up the conventional
titles;

* E.g- thg Gesamtkatalog d,er Wiegend,riicke; present practice in the cataloging of
the Bible, Shakespeare, and anonymous classics; the Library of Congress catalog (rg4z-
48), and the Lib'rary of Congress classification tables.
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c) rhe general problem of rhe relation berween bibliographic units

(individual titles) and book-units (publishers' titles) ;' 
d) problems with certain types-of writings (commentaries, letters, etc.);

e) the setting-up of a device to distinguish between various language-

versions andf or editions of the same work; and
f) the establishment of precise criteria for determining the individual-

ity of t it les.

guage (English seems the most obvious choice, though Latin-mig-ht occur

io tLe oery .os-opolitan), not from the form of the title on the title'page,

but from a criticilly arrived-at original-language form of the title? The

decision at Milwaukee has been in favor of the last, since to use original

languages in every case would make it necessary to use such non-Roman
alp[abits as Greei<, Arabic, and Russian, either transliterated or "native,"

and such unfamiliar (though Roman) alphabets as Danish; to use several
difierent languages seems illogical except in retention of proper-name
titles; to adopt the first English form of title to come our way would be

to deny the irecessity of a ihorough preliminary over-view of the works

of the author being cataloged, in efiect denying the existence of confusion
in titling.

The next major problem is (c) the organizarion of the collection of

works by o.r. urrihot-in terms of the degree of inclusiveness of the book-

units themselves. The clearest distinction is between virtual total inclu-

been published as independent units during the life 9f +" author; the

criterii for the determination of the titles of such individual works ap-
pear below.

To each such type ("Works" and "Individual title") can be added the
qualification "Selections.", indicating a degree of inclusiveness less than
that intended by the preceding main element of the title. That is, a par-
ticular collection of two or more individual works not intended to be the
complete "Works" of the author, is given the conventional title "Works-

Selections." Selected passages from an individual work will receive the
conventional title "Individual title. Selections." A specific major portion
of an individual work would receive a conventional title showing the
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position of that portion, e.g., "T}:.e great renovation, II: The new orga-
non.", or "Philosophical logic, I: On truth."

(d) Certain problems do arise even with such a generalizing treatment,
regarding (r) "Works. Selections." and (z) various types of individual
works:

(d.r) Only titles assigned by the author himself need be literally trans-
lated, since it can be assumed that the works corresponding to these titles
will appear in greater profusion of language and edition than will those
collections of works or portions of works with titles assigned by editors
or publishers. Thus the non-literal translation of the title of an individ-
ual work into a language other than English will not be translated into
English, nor will the non-English title of a collection. But collections are
sometimes issued during the author's life and with his approval, or even
under his active editorship; the title of such a collection is assigned by
the author and thus achieves a semi-authentic individuality close to that
of the separately-published works which comprise it. Two treatments are
feasible for such a collection: either adding another element to "Works.
Selections." thus: "Works. Selections: Author's collective title.", with this
last element in literal English translation; or treatment as if the collection
in question were in fact an individual work, i.e., by literal translation of
the author's collective title alone. Either of these guarantees that various
editions and translations of the collective contents will be found together.
We have decided on the second for Milwaukee; though perhaps not bib'
liographically as rigorous, it is probably more readily intelligible to the
user of the catalog; it also avoids the otherwise necessary titles-x-reference
"Author's collective title / see / Works. Selections: Author's collective
tit le."

(d.z) Various types of works pose problems in that they appear under
such a bewildering variety of forms of title. These are treated so as to
reduce their diversity to unity:

Commentaries which have themselves become classics (i.e., commen-
taries by classic authors) are to be found published under all sorts of titles,
even appearing without any operative element at all, e.g., "Expositio in
Aristotelis Metaphysicam," or "In Metaphysicam Aristotelis," both of
which could be publishers' titles for the same work. Even greater confu-
sion can arise with such prolific classic commentators as Averroes., who
wrote two and sometimes ihree commentaries on each of many of Aristot-
le's works, commonly known as the "greater," "middle," and "lesser"
commentaries (and the "lesser" commentaries are also known as "epit-
omes"). In order to keep all commentaries by the classic author together,
and all of those on one author together, and all those on one work to-
gether, the invariable form of conventional title for such classic authors'
commentaries is (e.9.) "Commentary on Aristoteles, Metaphysics. ("les-
ser")," even where the title-page might read "Averrois Epitome in Meta-
physicam Aristotelis." This form of title would not be given to a com-
mentary by a non-classic author, though the subject-heading for any com-
mentary, classic or not, on Aristotle's Metaphysecs would be the same as
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that for Averroes' commentary, namely: ARISTOTELES. METAPHYS-
ICS.

If the author commented on is not among those whose works have
been reduced to conventional title, the form of his title as it figures in
the commentary-title will be that of the majority of English editions of
this work already in the collection; or failing that, the English form un-
der which it is available or commonly cited; or failing that, the original-
language form, if discoverable; or failing that, the form used in the orig-
inal title of the commentary (by the classic author) itself.

The extension of the term "commentary" is posited as being broad
enough to include any type of study confined to the examination of an-
other single work; a study by a classic author of another author's total
production (or of any aspect of it) would not be a commentary, but would
instead receive its conventional title by literal translation from the orig-
inal-language title. A commentary on a portion of an individual work
would be given the more inclusive title, without reference to the partiality
of its intended subject-focus; i.e., tl:'e secondary element "Selections"
never appears a$ part of the title of the work commented on. This would
not prevent the use of specific-portion secondary elements, of course. Com-
mentaries with distinctive titles are given conventional titles by literal
translation; e.g., Heidegger's Wer ist Nietzsches Zarathustra? would be-
come not "Commentary on Nietzsche, Thus spoke Zarathustra.", but
"Who is Nietzsche's Zarathustra?"

Especially in the case of classical authors, there are many works with
titles beginning with a "dedication," e.g., To Consentius, against lying;
the operative word is not the dedication but the subject-orientation
phrase and is accordingly transposed to the beginning of the title, thus:
"Against lying; to Consentius." This rule applies even when there is a
form-word attached to the "dedication," such as in "A treatise addressed
to So-and-so, on something-or-other," which is conventionalized as "A
treatise on something-or-other; addressed to So-and-so."

Titles such as many of Plato's dialogues', employing proper names as
titles, sometimes have subject-orientation expressed in some other part of
the title (e.g.,"Tl'Leait€tos; or:, On knowledge."); this sub-title is used only
as x-reference, unless it is definitely supported by the consensus of schol-
arly opinion as more authentic than the proper-name part of the title.
Such proper-name titles are transliterated from their original-language
form according to Library of Congress rules. (Non-proper-name titles
such as "The sophist" have become hypostatized to such as extent as to
seem almost proper names, but only almost: they must be translated rather
than fansliterated.)

An author's correspondence is assumed to include letters not intended
for publication and is also assumed to be never completely discoverable.
To remind the catalog-user of this inevitable incompleteness, the form
of title for any such collection is always "Letters. Selections." Single pub-
lished letters are entered as individual titles, subiect to the rules for "dedi
cated" works.
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Journals and other such materials are also assumed to be never com-
pletely discoverable; the form of title for a collection of such materials is
intended to include any such type, thus: "Journals, notes, conversations.
Selections." A collection of such materials published with the author's ap-
proval is entered under the literal translation of the original-language
title, since its publication by the author gives it the same sort of semi-
unity that obtains in the case of the author's own collections of his works.
Collections of fragments of works not published during the author's life
and for which titles assigned by the author cannot be discovered become
"Works. Selections." Sermons which were not published as separates dur-
ing the life of the author represent another form of material assumed to
be undiscoverable in their totality and are thus entered as "Sermons.
Selections." The usual exceptions would apply to those which had been
published as individual works during the author's life.

For reasons of economy, language and editor/translator subdivisions
are not to be applied except to otherwise identical titles, and where a
sufficienJ. number of significantly-varied editions of the same material
occurs. This limit has been established at a minimum of ten; that is,
should the collection include ten difierent issues of Plato's works, all in

Jowett's uanslation, neither language nor editor/translator subdivisions
would be given; but adding another edition in another language, say
Greek, would necessitate language subdivision for itself as well as for the
English editions. This would still not mean that translator subdivisions
would be needed among the English editions, unless one translator were
someone other than Jowett; and the use of such a subdivision for the Eng-
lish editions would not necessitate its use for the Greek edition(s) until the
number of them had become ten, with more than one editor among them.
The same procedure is followed when the main element of the title is
difierent (e.g., "Works. Selections.", "Individual title.", "Letters. Selec-
tions.").

The criteria for the determination of the individuality of the works
to be cataloged as individual titles are as follows:

a) publication during the life of the author as a separate bibliographic
unit:

b) or intention of the author to publish as a bibliographic unit, but
not so published until after the author's death (whether complete or in-
complete at that time);

c) not included by the author at a later date in a larger work in a
way which destroys the individuality of the earlier work (when, for in-
stance, an article originally published in a periodical is later used as a
chapter in a unified treatise, since such an organic assimiliation destroys
the former individuality: in such cases the title of the larger work is the
authentic one, followed by "Selections." or specific-portion title*);

* This does not refer to collections edited by the author; in these the original biblio-
graphic units retain their individuality, since such a collection is not a unified treatise
and cannot therefore assimilate organically.
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d) the form of the original-language title from which the conventional
title is literally translated is that of the last edition issued during the au-
thor's life and with his approval.

The embodiment of these policies in the official catalog takes the fol-
lowing forms:

For each conventionalized title an "official control card" is inserted
in the official catalog, bearing title- and author-x-references, thus:

Malebranche, Nicolas.
Christian and metaphysical meditations.

ax refer from his
tx Christian meditations.

Mdditations chr6tiennes et mdtaphysiques.

tx Christian and metaphysical meditarions

It is not necessary to type out each of these references for the official
catalog; thus no packing of the official catalog will result, as could be the
case were all such references inserted separately. There is thus the one
usual main entry for each book-unit, and one control card for each con-
ventional title (each bibliographic unit so conventionalised).

The implications for the public catalog takes shape thus:

There is the one usual main entry for each book-unit, and one analytic
for each bibliographic unit which is not by itself a book-unit (e.g., each
individual work contained in a book-unit with the conventional title
"Works. Selections."). These analytics are to be found only under their
authors; there are no title-card tracings, only title-x-references, both from
authentic and from such variant forms of the title as are in the collection
or are likely to be asked for. Flowever, the number of analytics in the
public catalog will not result in packing, since only those works will be
so analysed which appeared during the author's life as separate books;
other works, though full bibliographic units, are not analysed, when their
appearance during the author's life did not indicate that he regarded them
as full-scale works. This would not preclude a more thorough analysis in
such libraries as would profit from greater bibliographic rigor. (The
greater number of cards resulting from this attitude toward analytics is
mitigated by the reduction of variant title-card tracings, and could be
reduced further by using subject-x-references as well.)

The need for title-card tracings is obviated by the insertion of title-x-
references and author-title-x-references from each form of title not used
but in the collection or likely to be asked for, as well as from the title
used. Retyping of title-cards as a result of adding a more recent edition is
rendered unnecessary, with the concomitant "also published under title-"
note. No cases of the former confusion among main entries and among
title-cards will remain; this is the primary end of the system as presented.
Author-title- and title-x-references. as well as the official control card in
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the official catalog, need not be changed except for removal when all edi-
tions have been withdrawn from the collection.

To ascertain the difference between the confusion inherent in un-
adulterated descriptive cataloging and the clarity resulting from conven-
tional-title cataloging, examine the following listing of cards (in our for-
fer public catalog) all referring to the same work: Aristotle's On the
poetic. Cards referring to this work are spread throughout the others un-
der his name, without perceptible organization, and separated from each
other by other titles equally unorganized in their succession: r main
entry / r collection (unanalyzed) / g other cards / 3 main entries f r other

first comes "Works" and "Works. Selections," to which the user knows to

of entry.
Order can be made from the present confusion of conflicting fo_rms

of title, just as it has been made fiom the previous confusion of conflict-

ing forms of author-entry.

DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION MEETINGS

The Decimal Classification Editorial Policy Committee held its spring r96r
meeting at the Library of Congress on April r4-rb; this was preceded by a joint
meeting of the members of the Committee with the directors of Forest Press,
Inc., and representatives of the Library of Congress.

At these meetings, both of which were presided over by EPC Chairman
Wyllis E. Wright, it was reported that: (r) sales of both Edition 16 and Abridged
Edition 8 of the Dewey Decimal Classification have been gratifying, and sales
abroad excellent; (a) two more translations are under consideration, an Italian
one for the Bibliografia Nazionale Italiana and a French one sponsored by
IJnesco; (3) the Decimal Classification Office is expanding its coverage of chil-
dren's books to include all juvenile titles in English for which Library of
Congress cards are printed, except fiction, picture-books, "easy" books; and these
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are being classified according to the 8th abridged edition of DC, with each

information.
One matter of concern to the Committee is the misconception, which aPPears

cation with its offspring, the Universal Decimal Classification.
Recommendations were approved to develop a schedule for Administrative

Law in g44, a revised schedule for Meteorology in 55t'.5'5y.6, a schedule for
Microbiology in g76, and a device to distinguish the various kinds of material

covered by gr4-grg. The Committee approved recommendations frorn the Editor

on important future expansions and refinements in the Classification, and also

his recommendations on priorities for the preparation of the rTth edition, which
is duein r965.

The Committee welcomed its new member, Esther J. Piercy of the Enoch
Pratt Free Library, who succeeds Elizabeth C. Borden of the University of Penn-
sylvania Library. Benjamin A. Custer, Editor, Dewey Decimal Classification,
Library of Congress.
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The Geographical Approach to Materials in
the Library of Congress Subiect Headings

Benrol BmNrr-rn
Chief Sub i ect Cataloger

HaT vard C ollege Library

fN THE LTBRARv oF CoNGRESS subject headings, there are three types of

I headings by means of which the geographical aspect of a subject may
be expressed:

A. A topical heading with geographical subdivisions (direct or in-
direct in noun form, or adjective form after a comma), e.g. ART-PARIS;
AGRICULTURE-IRELAND-CORK (COUNTY);  PAINTING,
FRENCH.I There are also phrase headings with "in" which belong to this
type, e.g. FRENCH IN AFRICA; FRANCISCANS IN AMERICA.

B. Name of place (country, region, state, city, etc.) with a topical sub-
division, e.g. U. S.-HISTORY; PARIS-DESCRIPTION. The phrase
heading, [Place] in literature, e.g. LOND'ON IN LITERATURE, might
also be considered as belonging to this type.

C. A phrase heading beginning with a geographical adjective, e'g.
NORWEGIAN LITERATURE. Sometimes these may also be subdi-
vided geographically as in Type A, e.g. GERMAN PERIODICALS-
BERLIN.

Almost from the beginning there has been considerable debate in
library literature on the question of whether it is more important to
emphasize the place, as in Types B and C, or the topic, as in Type A.
Current practice, with its emphasis on assigning the one or two most
specific subject headings, probably tends towards the more frequent use
of Type A headings, except, of course, when the place itself is obviously
the only subject for the book. The assumption is that the reader is inter-
ested primarily in a specific subject and only secondarily in its local appli
cations. Presumably that kind of reader is satisfied with the present
practice.

On the other hand, the recent surge of interest in area studies naturally
makes another reader think first of the Type B headings. l-he uninitiated
reader, using only the Type B headings, will obviously not find all the
material on his area; the more sophisticated reader will be forced to plod
through many Type A headings scattered throughout the catalog. The
former, unless he gets help, may be baffied by not finding what he wants;
the latter may be exasperated by the extra work; and both will probably
be confused by the use of the two types.
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The present study was designed to give a true pictureof the situation

concerning the geographical approach to matelials in subject headings.z

The basiJideu was to try to find out whether there is any consistency in

the development of the fype A and Type B headings.s It was hoped that

the discovery of. a rationali in the development of the two types might

provide at least a rule of thumb to guide the reader more easily to the

p.ope. type of heading for the material he wants. At the same time, it was

lelt that the study might uncover some stumbling blocks for catalogers
for which remedies could be suggested.

Haykin, inhis Subject Headings: a Practical Guide, devotes only o:re

paragraph to this problem-oddly enough, in the middle of his discussion

of direct versus indirect geographical subdivision. The opening sentence

is clearly an understate.neni (p. Sr); "The basis for subdivision of some

subjects by place and the use of other subjects_ as..subdivisions under

names of plales is not likely to be clear to the reader." He goes on to sug-

gest, as a iolution to the problem, at least a partial system of cross refer-

ences under names of places.
The Introduction ?o the 6th edition of Subiect Headings Used in the

Dictionary Catalogs of the Library of Congress (hereafter called the LC

tesQ throws no lifht on the situation. It states that the subject headings

reflect the practices and policies of several generations and that the newer

headings are based on rhe theories to be found in Haykin's Guide. As

already indicated, Haykin evades the issue completely.
Flowever, the elderly and now abandoned special list issued by the

Library of Congress , Subiect Subd.iuisions (6th edition: 424), does ofier

two clues that Jeemed worth pursuing. At the head of the list of subdi-

visions used under names of cbuntries, states, etc., there is the following

starement (p. 5): "The subjects in this list belong mostly to_the historical,

political, and social sciences.. . . Subjects in technology, science,.and art,

itc., which have country subdivision, . . . are rePlesented under the coun-

try by a see reference only (e.g. Canada-Botany. See Botany-Canada)"'

Tiien. ar the head of the list of subdivisions used under names of cities

and towns, there is this statement (p. l?): "Classes of institutions or estab-

Iistments, e.g. Theaters, Libraries,-Hospitals, etc., are represented under

names of cit'ies, but not under names of countries-that is to say, a book

dealing with libraries in France is entered under Libraries-France; one

restrict"ed to the libraries of a particular city, as Paris, under Paris-Li-

braries."
In order to test the validity of these statements and to delve further

into the rationale, it was necessaly to compare the subject covelage of the

two types of headings. The first step, therefore' was to go through the LC

List iiem by item, listing all headlngs with geographic subdivision and

all pertinenl subdivisionJ that could be found in _scope notes and see-also

refeirences. In addition ro rhe lisr of Type A headings, this produced up-

to-date lists of the topical subdivisions used under names of cities and

under names of countiies and also subsidiary lists of the topical subdivi-

sions used under names of armies, navies, legislative bodies, etc. These
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lists were then roughly classified according to the Library of Congress
classification scheme. This permitted a direit comparison of the two types
of headings.

The easiest way to present the results of the survey will be to use the
lists of topical subdivisions as rhe srarting point. There are approximately
r8o subdivisions that can be used under names of cities and towns and
about the same number that can be used under names of countries, re-
gions and states (not counting those used under names of armies, legis-
lative bodies, etc.). Comparison with the lists in Subiect Subdiuisions
shows, as expected, that many new subdivisions have been added. On the

countries); Business associations and City hall (under cities); Religious
and ecclesiastical institr"ttions and Sanitary afiairs (under countries and
cities). Finally, a couple which were on the ry24 country list, Coast de-
fenses and Princes and princessds, appear to have been dropped tempo-
rarily, but were restored as late as r96o.

Comparing the two lists of topical subdivisions in a general way, one
finds that there are about 8o topics which can be used as subdivisions
under names of both countries and cities. These include. of course. the

topics which are on the country list only, most are naturally appropriate
only for use under a country or state, e.g. Armed f orces; Colonies; Foreign
relations; Kings and rulers; Rural conditions. But there are some which
would seem to be equally useful under cities, though not so designated,
e.g. Appropriations and expenditrtres; Famines; Hi,story-sources; ReIi-
gion. The majority of the topics which appear only on the city list are the
same as, or very similar to, Type A headings with indirect subdivision.
Some belong to the groups of institutions and establishments referred to
in Subject Subdiuisions, e.g. Almshouses; Chttrches; Palaces; Prisons and
reformatories; Schools. There are others which don't fit into this category,
e.g. Amusements; Charit ies; Police; Poor; Water-supply.It is clearly im-
possible to say that such topics are appropriate only for use under cities.
While this gives rise to certain speculations, the reader who is interested
in a particular city will be huppy to find such marerial under the city.

The breakdown of the two lists according to the Library of Congress
classification and the comparison of the subdivisions with the Type A
headings are much more interesting and instructive. In the discussion of
each class, the emphasis will be on pointing out what could be a source of
confusion to the reader. Since Subiect Subdiaisiorzs referred to the fields
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of history and the political and social sciences, the LC classes c-J will be

discussed first.

SPANISH AMERICA-CIVILIZATION might be hard to grasp. Skip-
ping over to heraldry, one finds that the general heading, HERALDRY,
is fype A and so are practically all the specific headings, e'g-. DECORA-
TIONS OF HONOR; ENrernN{S, NATIONAL; FLAGS. On the other

hand, there are the subdivisions SeaI, Name, and Insignia. The use of

Name seems logical enough, but possibly not so the use of SeaI or Insi'gnia

when one coniiders that EMBLEMS, NATIONAL, and FLAGS are

and epigtaphy, for which there are no applicable, subdivisions, and

heraldryl thi pattern seems to be to use the general heading as a subdi-

about consistency, but in general the approach to history is reasonably

straight-forward.
rn" c class is a mixed bag because of the number of fields of knowl-

edge included. For general gEography, although such material about a

paiticular place is aitually classified in D-F, one must consider here the
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general subdivision, Description and trauel, plus the several secondary
subdivisions of that, such as Description and, traael-Gazetteers; Descrip-
tion and trauel-Guide-boohs; Description and. trauel-Views. There are
also such specific subdivisions as Altiiudes; Area; Bound,aries; Distances,

TAINS.
For anthropology and ethnology in G, there are the subdivisions

Natiue races and Race question, which are ethnological. But the general
heading, ETHNOLOGY, and all the headings for specific races are
Type A. As far as Natiae races and ETHNOLOGY are concerned, each
one considered separately might seem logically used; but considered to-
gether, they could well cause confusion. In the field of manners and cus-
toms and folklore, there is the very general subdivision, Social life and
customs; also a few specific ones that are used under cities only, e.g.
Carniual; Cries; Festiuals. One may wonder about the basis for choosing
these three, since every other similar heading is Type A. For amusements,
sports and games, there are several subdivisions used only under cities, e.g.
Amusements; Bathing beaches; Playgrounds; Recreation areas; Recrea-
tional actiuife'es. Most of these are also Type A headings with indirect sub-
division. It would certainly be stretching a point to regard them all as
belonging to the category of groups of institutions which was mentioned
in Subject Subdiuisi,ons.

For the economics part of the H class, the subdivisions that come to
mind first are the obvious general ones, such as Economic conditions; Eco-
nomic poliry; Census; Population; Statistics. There are only a very few
Type A headings, among them being GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
and NATURAL RESOURCES. The latter is a rather special case, for
there is the directive that when it is subdivided by place there is to be
made a see-also reference from [PLACE]-ECON. CONDIT. Turning to
the more specific field of land and the economic aspects of agriculture,
one finds the pattern shifting in the other direction. There are numerous
general and specific Type A headings, but the only subdivision seems to
be Public lands. For industry, there are the two general subdivisions, ftz-
dustries and Manufactures. All the specific industries have Type A head-
ings. This is a pattern that is found many times, i.e. the general topic used
as a subdivision for a Type B heading and the more specific topics used
as Type A headings. In the field of labor and industrial relations, how-
ever, the general headings and those for the special aspects of labor rela-
tions are Type A, with the exception of Full employment policies, General
strihe and Gilds. The last is used under cities and is also a Type A head-
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ing with indirect subdivision. There is also the general subdivision Occz-
pitions; but the headings for the workers in special industries are all
Type A.

The further one gets into the special aspects of economics, the more
confused the picture ieems to be. All the headings for the various kinds
of communicitions are main headings with geographic subdivision. Like-

ings only, however.- 
For public finance, one might expect to find one or two very general

subdivisions, such as there are for economic history and commerce. In-

stead, the general headings are Type A, e.g. FINANCE, PUBLIC;
BUDGET; GOVERNMENT SPENDING POLICIES; MUNICIPAL
FINANCE. The only comparable subdivision is Appropriations and ex-

penditures. Taxation, as a special aspect of public finance, has Type A

headings exclusively. This applies even to cases where a topic by itself

may be used as a subdivision; for example, Water-supply is used as a sub-
division under cities, but \4/ATER-SUPPLY-TAXATION is a straight
Type A heading. In spite of some areas of consistenc), there would seem
to be no overall pattern for the treatment of economics.

Proceeding to the sociology section of the H class, one is again met

with some puzzling situations. For sociology in general, there are the ob-

vious general subdivisions, e.g. Social conditions; Social life and customs;
Social policy. On the other hand, SOCIAL SURVEYS is a Type A head-

ing. For the more specific field of domestic relations, the only subdivision
would seem to be Moral conditions, which is a rather specialized asPect.
In the field of associations and secret societies, there are two subdivisions,
Clubs and Beneaolent and moral institutions and societies. The latter

can be regarded as fitting into the institutional category mentioned in
Subiect Subdiuisions; but Clubs does not follow the rule, since it is used

under countries as well as under cities. For the social communities and
classes, there are the subdivisions Rural conditions, Gentry, and Nobi'lity.
With the first, one can comPare such Type A headings as COUNTRY
LIFE: FARM LIFE; and VILLAGE COMMUNITIES. With the others,
one can contrast the Type A headings FREEMEN and PEASANTRY
and MIDDLE CLASSES and hope that this does not indicate an undemo-
cratic point of view.
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In the field of crime and punishment, one finds that all the headings
for crimes and offenses and types of criminals are Type A. For the other
side of the coin, there are two subdivisions under cities, Police and Prisons
and ref ormatories. But to get the whole picture, one would have to look
into such Typ" A headings as CONSTABLES; DETECTIVES; POLICE,
PRIVATE; PUNISHMENT; pAROLE; and PROBATION. In the
field of charity and public welfare there are again only subdivisions under
cities, including Almshouses; Charities; Orphans and orphan-asylums;
and Poor. These are also Type A headings with indirecr subdivisions.
Poor seems to be out of place as a subdivision, since AGED and HANDI-
CAPPED are Type A headings and all the other subdivisions do fit into
the institutional category. As before, not all such institutions are treated
this way; for example, IDIOT ASYLUMS is a straight Type A heading.
It is interesting to note, too, that PUBLIC WELFARE, which is the head-
ing for government sponsored welfare work, is a Type A heading, while
CHARITIES, which is the heading for private welfare work, can be used
as a subdivision under cities and is at the same time a Type A heading
with indirect subdivision. One might have expected that both would be
treated the same way or that the use of one of them as a subdivision
would be reversed. Perhaps because there are fewer subdivisions and the
subject itself is somewhat less complex, the situation for sociology seems
better than that found for economics. Even so, it is not a model of clarity,
and there is no over-all pattern.

For the political sciences, the picture is perhaps rather more confusing.
To begin with, there are the two general subdivisions, Constituti,onal his-
tory and Constitutional law (both under countries and stares). The Type
A heading, CONSTITUTIONS, STATE, might cause rrouble. All the
headings for special aspects of constitutional law are Type A. Then there
is, on the one hand, the subdivision Charters, grants, priaileges usd un-
der countries and cities; on the other hand, there are the Type A head-
ings, COUNTY CHARTERS and MUNICIPAL CHARTERS, which
both have direct subdivision and could certainly cause trouble. In the
field of practical government and administration, the obvious subdivision
is the general one, Politics and goaernnxent Matching it among the
Type A headings are FEDERAL GOVERNMENT; LOCAL GOVERN-
MENT; MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENTS: and STATE GOVERN.
MENTS. For the heads of state, there are such generic subdivisions as
Kings and rulers; Queens; Presidents; Gouernor.s; and Mayors; but
PRIME MINISTERS and STATESMEN are Type A headings. Slightly
down the scale, Execu,tiue departments is used as a subdivision, but
CABINET OFFICERS is a Type A heading. Similarly, the subdivision
Officials and ernpl,oyees is closely related to such Type A headings as
CIVIL LIST; CIVIL SERVICE; COUNTY OFFICIALS AND EM-
PLOYEES; SUPERVISORS (LOCAL GOVERNMENT); and TOWN
CLERI(S. And finally, the subdivision Administratiue and political diai-
sions can be paired with such Type A headings as ELECTION DIS-
TRICTS; FEDERAL AREAS WITHIN STATES: and SPECIAL DIS.
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TRICTS. The subdivisions used under names of legislative bodies and

one might think of have a definitely legal connotation. For the.J- class,
then, tfie pattern seems to be to use the general topics as subdivisions'
except in international law. Ilowever, there are enough variations and

similar Type A headings to cause some trouble for the reader.
The other classes can be dealt with more quickly, primarily because

there are usually fewer subdivisions. In fact, one class, K, stands out be-

cause there are no subdivisions. The headings for legal subjects are

Type A without exception. This is true also in cases where a topic with-

oui legal connotation can be used as a subdivision; for example Charities

is used as a subdivision under cities, but CHARITY LAW AND LEGIS-

LATION is a Type A heading with direct subdivision.
In the A class, there are the form subdivisions for reference works and

periodicals, e.g. Dictionaries and encyclopedias; Di,rectories; Registers;
period,icals; YZarboohs. These are quite natural and expected. But for

learning in general, there is the subdivision Learned societies and institu-

feozzs, uied fbr both countries and cities. This does not iollow the rule in

Subject Subdiuisions for groups of institutions; and the similar heading,

HISTORICAL SOCIETIES, is Type A. The Z class is quite similar' The

two form subdivisions, Bibtiography and Biobibliography, obviously fall

in this class, as does the subdivision Gouernment publications. There is

also the subdivision, Libraries, used under cities. This one does fit into

the institutional category rule; but the headings for special kinds of li
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Churches; Mosques. But there are many such headings which are Type A
only, e.g. ABBEYS; MONASTERIES; ORATORIES.

In the L class, there are only the institutional subdivisions under cities,
e.g. Schools; Eueni,ng and continuation schoots; public schools; Trade
schools; Vacation schools. That seems like a good many, but as usual
there are some instirutions which have Type A headings, e.g. CHARITy-
SCHOOLS; CHURCH SCHOOLS; HIGH SCUOOLS: PRIVATE

The N class presents a similar picture. Two of the subdivisions used
under cities, Exhibitions and Galleries and museum.r, relate to art in gen-
eral, or to any type of art. Most of the others, however, relate to arihi-
tecture or sculpture, since they are the headings for various kinds of

luffdings and monuments, e.g. Buildings; Bridges; Churches; Office
buildings ; Palac e s ; T heaters ; M onumentsj F ountains ; S epulchrat trl onu-
ments; Tombs. Though the list of such subdivisions used under cities is

special field of landscape architecture and city planning, there are two
more subdivisions used under cities, Civic improuement and Parhs. Zon-
ing maps is used under both countries and cities, though ZONING is a
Type A heading.

The Q class presents a rather strange picture, since one would not
expect to find any subdivisions falling into this field. However, there is
the subdivision Scientific bureaus, used under countries only. Then in
the special field of meteorology, there is the subdivision Cli.mate used un-
der both countries and cities; also there are several subdivisions relating
to storms, e.g. Blizzard; Hurricane; Storm. Climate could be thought of,
instead, as part of geography, and the storm subdivisions are certainly
best considered as part of history. But there seems no way of explaining
Scientific bureaus, except as a forgotten hold-over.

In the R class, one again finds only subdivisions used under cities.
These belong to the institutional category, e.g. Ambulance serice; Di,s-
pensaries; Hospitals; Morgues. But CLINICS is a similar Type A heading.
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For the S class, there is one subdivision used under countries, Forest
policy. There are other "policy" subdivisions elsewhere, to be sure (cf.
Economic poli,cy); but if. Forest policy is used as a subdivision, one won-
ders why there is not also a more general subdivision such as Agricultural
policy.

The T class has several subdivisions used under cities that relate to

ing Type A headings: WATER-POLLUTION; WATER CONSER-
VATION; WATER DISTRICTS; WATER RESOURCES DEVELOP.
MENT; WATER-STORAGE; I \TATER-SUPPLY-TAXATION;
WATER-SUPPLY-INDUSTRIAL; and many related headings in otJrer
parts of the alphabet. The reader is led a merry chase, no matter where
he starts looking for material about water in a particular locality.

The situation for the composite grouPs of trades and manufactures is

similar to that found for industry and labor in the H class. There are the
three general subdivisions used under countries and cities: Industries;

d.efense. There are also the more general subdivisions under countlies
only, e.g. Armed forces; Def enses; Military policy; Militia. A few specifiS
ones are used under cities only, e.g. Arsenals; Fortifications; Walls. With
the latter group, one should .ompire such Type A headings as ARMOR-
IES; CASTLES; and ROMAN WALLS. In addition, as Part of military
science, there are the numerous subdivisions used under names of armies
and navies; many of those are also used as secondary subdivisions under
the subdivision Armed, forces. These literally run the gamut from A to Z

as far as subject matter is concerned. In many cases, however, they can
be matched with very similar Type A headings.

To summarize this discussion of the headings in various classes, the
results do not bear out the statements in Subiect Subdiuisions. While it

value it has as a rule of thumb. And it should be pointed out that the
situation in those fields, with history as a possible exception, seems no less
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confusing than in the others. The subdivisions used under cities cover an

rf the statemenrs in subject subtliuisions were ever valid as guiding rures,
they are no longer so.

pattern is equally appropriate for the average library is a debatable ques-
tron.

_ Silce- logic fails, one may be tempted into flights of fancy. In the
Type B headings, it is possible to reverie the order of the words and make

The situation thus appears to be quite chaotic. Though there may
have been an over-all pattern at one time, it is no longer"evident. one
remedy for the situation has been proposed in the p".t,-ihe use of dupli-
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with the LC List and its vagaries that they are prone to forget that read-
ers do not have the same knowledge and do need all the help they can
get in the form of references. It is true that, under U. S. and in some

In the course of ,the project, a ferv problems for the cataloger came to
IiSht,e The present method of indicating what topics may be used as sub-
divisions under places is not always consistent. the usual method is to
include the information as the last of all the see-also references, so that one
expects to find it there. But sometimes the informarion is given only in a
scope note. Perhaps when scope notes are used, the information should
be repeated at the end of the see-also references.

Furthermore, the method of giving such information is not always
clear. For the topics which can be used as subdivisions under cities or un-
der both countries and cities, there is often no problem. The references
usually include the phrase "under names of cities and towns" or "under
names of countries, states, cities, etc." Judging from those, one must con-
clude that the phrase "under names of countries, states, etc." means that
the headings can be used as subdivisions under any geographical area
except cities and towns. On the other hand, the "etc." may easily be con-
strued to mean that they can be used under cities and towns ui well as
under the larger areas. To eliminate the possibility of error, a revision of
that phrase would be helpful. some of the recent references have only the
p-hrase "under localities.;' This is not only very vague (perhaps inten-
tionally so), but it does not conform to the style of the-otheireferinces.

Another facet of the lack of consistency is the fact that several refer-
ences to the same subdivision may difter in iontent for no apparent reason.
For example, two or three references to the subdivision soiial conditions
indicate that it may be used only under countries or regions; but another
reference shows that it can be used also under cities. Un-less one happened
to find that particular reference, he would be unaware of that use of the
subdivision.

A closely-related aspect of the problem is that the references ro a sub-
division are not always made where one would naturally look for them.
Frequently a reference is made from the exact form of the subdivision,
but that is not always the case. For instance, there is a reference to the
subdivision Religious life and customs from FASTS AND FEASTS ancl
from FOLKLORE; one looks in vain, however. under RELIGION or
any heading beginning with the word "Religious." such a situation makes
it diffrcult to check on whether a certain r.rbdioirio.t can be used. obvi-
ously, the references would be most useful if they were consistenr, pre-
cise, and at the proper places.
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The most troublesome headings are the Type A headings with in-

direct subdivision which are also used as subdivisions under cities and

towns. In the LC List these have what appears to be a perfectly normal

form of entry, e.g. SCHOOLS (Indirect), and then, perhaps an inch or

more below, comis the see-also reference which indicates their use as sub-

divisions under cities. The example in the Introduction to the LC List

and the statement in Subiect Subdiaisions make it clear how these head-

ings are to be used, but the former may be glanced at only occasionally

and the latter is now abandoned. Of course, a careful reading of the whole

SOMERVILLE; FORTIFICATION-FRANCE-DIEPPE; FORTIFI-

CATION-WASHINGTON, D. C.; ORPHANS AND ORPHAN-ASY-
LU MS-RUSSIA-O KHANS K ; POOR-ITALY-MILAN ; SCHOOLS
-MALAYA-KUALA LIP$; THEATERS-VIENNA. More than

twice as many appear.in the r955-rg58 suPplements' There are other cases

in which a city ind province have the same name but in which there is no

indication as to which one is meant, e.g. FIRE PREVENTION-HAM-
BURG: LIBRARIES-ITALY-PAVIA; MONUMENTS-SPAIN_
BARCELONA; MOSQUES-SPAIN-CORDOBA; POLICE-HAM-
BURG. A qualifying phrase or special symbol coming immediately after

the word "Indirect" in the listing of these headings would help to corlect

this situation.

make it easy for any one to correct his own copy. With this system a new

edition would be needed only every five or ten years or whenever there are

new editions of the LC List.5

r. For the sake of clarity,
(Type A) are printed in

. 6 2

NOTES

the main headings which can be geographically subdivided

capitals, ancl the subdivisions used under names of places to
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In more concrete terms, subdivision of place by subject has been used
for subjects whose predominant interest is ?ocusecl on t"he area, i.e. in the

The study pinpoints certain variants in our practice, of which we

COMMENT FROM THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
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also used as subdivisions under cities and towns.

Department, The Library of Congress

Looki Forward to the Seventeenth Edition
Cereroc Aovrsonv Con'rlttrr:rn,*

Los Angeles CountY Public LibrarY

Sorrn ExpnnrrNcrs or Tnn Los ANcnrss CouNrv Puer,rc

Lrnn-env Wrrn Tsr SrxrnENTH Eorrrox or Dnwrv

The Library and its Organization

ta-tsn Los ANGELES couNTy Public Library, established in r9rz, is

I yo.r.tg in relation to other large institutions such as the New York
p"Utic an-d Enoch Pratt Free libraries. It is a comparative new-corner to

the ranks of the giants which circulate several millions of books each year'

statistics for 195!-6o show a bookstock of r'72t'52o volumes with a circu-

lation of l,lgi,6o+. At present we serve a total of. Trg,gzg registered bor-

rowers.

* Members of the commirtee are chairman, CATHERINE MacQUARRIE, Chief

Technical services Division; secretary, HYPATIA Y. PETKUS, Subject specialist; Mem-

ber, CALVIN G. TOOKER, Regional Librarian; Member, MAYO SHORT, Regional

Children's Librarian; Member, BETTY L. ADDISON, Branch Librarian'
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* For detailed information, see "Los Angeles Emphasizes Regional Facilities," by
John D. Ifenderson, L.A. County Librarian. Library journal,85:qe9r-g4. December r,
r96o.

r* For a full description of the book catalog see: "The Book Catalog of the Los
Angeles County Public Library: Articles by C. Maceuarrie, B. L. Martin, and T. Hewit-
son." Library Resources and Technical Senices, :zo9-232, Summer 196o.
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the cataloging and classification process. With an exploding population

and a greally expanded book budger, much emphasis has been placed on

getting the bookl to the public with a minimum of delay in reclassifica-

Iiott andTot initiating new classifications that would necessitate reclassifi-

cation of older material.
The foregoing problems and unique features of the system do not

mean that thire is a lack of awateness of the need for new classification.

Our Approach to Changes Suggested in the fith Edition ol Deuey

our approach to classification changes suggested by the r6th edition

of Dewey his been a cautious one. In this respect, our experien_ce has been

similar to that of some other libraries. In June 196o, we made a nation-

could not be accepted in its entirety, as in our opinion it contains some

serious deficienciei. As far as shortcomings are concerned, some criticisms

even if only a partial shift of the books is practical. Otherwise, Dewey may

become as'cleid as the proverbial Dodo, and an entirely new systern of

classification will have to be devised, or at least a complete transformation

of Dewey will be required. Actually a complete over-all evaluation is long

overdue, and we hope this will be accomplished in the forthcoming rTth

edition. Specific instances of deficiencies in the r6th edition of Dewey are

as follows:

r. The whole of engineering is still contained in the 6zo's.
z. Materials on careers are scattered by subject.

3. In its efforts ro keep pace with political changcs, the r6th edition is not
always accurate in its goo classifications.
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8. History is separared from prehistoric hisrory (9oo and 57r).g. Ng! enough general numbers are provided, i."., ,"Lj..ts are sornerimes
split.into many small specific numbers, with no g"rr.ril number provided
for the whole subject.

Practical Efiects of Changes in Cataloging and Classification

^ 
Th-" following study_will setve_to give a picture of changes adopted

from the r6th edition of Dewey by the ios Angeles county pub"lic Libiary.
- { questionnaire was sent to a representalive sampling of branch li-
braries throughout rhe system as u means of studying 

"if".tion 
the branch
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level of changes. Of the ro branches chosen, one had an annual circulation

of over zoo,oigo volumes, five had between loo,ooo and 2oo,ooo, two had

system.

Statistical Summary of the Questionnaire
t oo/o oI questionnaires were answered.

il qrrirtion, Do you anticipate difficulties in relocation of the follow-

ing subjects? (For complete list, see Appendix)

$y" do not anticipate difficulties.

ry yo anticipate diffi culties.
6/ornade no reply to specific question.
g 4/o had, other comments.
i. 

'qrrestion: 
Would the expansion of numbers in the r6th edition of

Dewey make it easier to locate specific information?

7Z.b% Yes (approval of expansion).
e/omade no rePlY.

4.g 79" }:rad other comments.

3. Q"estion: Would more frequent reference to the Book Catalog be

required?

5o/oYes.
zolo No.
2o7o Some.
ro/o No reply.

4. Qnestion: Have you experienced difficulty in locating m-aterial on

oth6r sribjects as a result of the relocation or expansion of numbers?

4o/oYes.
4olo No.
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z olo had other comments.

.Fot 1 ::mm.ary of answers and comments of inclividual supervising
branch librarians, see Appendix B to this article.

Conclusions:

Generally, the results of the survey indicated the following:
r. Branches having more than loo,ooo annual circulation would be

afiected to-a greater degree by cataloging changes which influence the
position of books on their shelves.

z. More reference ro the Catalog would be requirecl by stafi and pa-
trons.

. 
g. Approval was expressed concerning specific relocations, except in

those instances where masses of similar mlateriars became separated lrom
one another

4. A favorable reaction was expressed to the expansion of numbers to
indicate_more specific use of the classification foi subjects which were
previously in more general classifications.

APPENDIX A
r6th Edition Dewey

Survey of Implementing all or portions
of this Edition (June r96o)

Question:
Do you expect to mahe changes in your classification systern in accord,-

ance with the neu t6th edition of Deuet?
Yes. Boston, P.L.
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The only major change we anticipate at the moment is to adopt the r6th edi

tion scheduies for 546-inorganic chemiscry, and 547-Otganic chemistry-and

their subdivisions. We will use r6th edition numbers for new subjects not Pro'

Yes because we are counting on the r6th edition, with its current "Addi-

tions" to be the basis for future .ditiott.. Chicago' P'L'

1[/Ve are making some changes in our classifications in accordance with the

r6th edition of Dewey. It would be good to conform completely in order to fully

utilize L.C.,s cataloging but we woft be able to do that and we're taking it up

area by area. 
- 

Cincinnati & Hamilton County, P'L'

At this time, we do not expect to make any extensive changes in our classifica-

tions. I have not had time to study the r6th edition in great detail, so we have

been using it as a guide to the definitions and scope of certain new subject areas

where we have not heretofore subdivided. Detroit, P'L'

We are in the process of reclassifying the library co lection from the Cuttel

Classification. We are using the r4th Edition of Dewey as the basic system. Where

there are variations in the l6th Edition we try to give consideration to r) the rela-

tive merits of the two editions in the area under considelation; e) the amount

of change involved in items already classed; 3) the probably future,advantages

of accepting the new arrangement; and 4) whether it is feasible at the moment

to maki any desired changei or more practicable to delay them until-some future

date' 
- 

District of Co umbia' P'L'

The I-APL Catalog Dept. expects to adopt the class numbers of the r6th edi

tion of Dewey in so fai 
"s 

i tto-bet has not already been established for the sub-

ject. Also subdivisions under basic numbers will be used, if such use does not in-

volve recataloging our Present material' Los Angeles, P'L'

Yes, we are planning and have made sorne changes in accorda_nce with the

new r6th Edition of Dewey. Milwaukee, P'L'

We have already made some small changes in our classification system in the

3oo's and 6oo's in accordance with the new Dewey, and we exPect to m_ake mote.

Two of the changes required some reclassification. New York, P'L'

vided for in the r5th edition as far as possible.

Very few.

Brooklyn, P.L.

Philadelphia, P'.L.

We intend to expand numbers which are now too limited in terms of our out-

dated usages, particularly in the 3oo's, on the basis of the r6th. Pittsburgh, P.L.

I have discussed your letter of April eznd with Mr. George llartje, chief of

Technical Processes, and he tells me that we do not exPect to make many changes

in our classifications to conform to the r6th edition of Dewey. He explains that

we did not depart from the r4th edition too much and that the r6th edition is
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more comparable to the r4th edition. You will recall that the r5th edition de-
parted more drastically with many changes incorporated in that edition,

St. Louis. P.L.

Question:

If  you do plan to mahe changes do you hnow to what extent the
changes wil l  be made or what l imitat ions you plan to place on the change-
oaer on the t6th EditionT

\4/e are now using the r3th Edition. Where the r6th Edition expands or
relocates a rubric without conflicting with the arrangement in the rgth Edition,
we will follow the r6th Edition.

We are not reclassifying to bring our collections in line with the r6th Edi-
tion. We expect that Scienci will be ihe u..u wirh the greatest number of changes
that will be accepted. Boston, p.L.

The only major change we anticipate at the moment is to adopt the r6th ed.i
tion schedules for 546-Inorganic chemistry, and, g47-.Oreanic ihemistry-and
their subdivisions. we will use the r6th edition numbers for new subiects not
provided for in the r5th edition as far as pracrical.

We have not made a systematic comparison of the r6th edition with the r5th
edition which was adopred (with exceptions) by the Brooklyn Library in 1952.
Until such a study can be made and needs evaluated, rve plan to continue with
our present scheme as amended in our answer to f r above. Brooklyn, P.L.

No. We have not yet made decisions on the entire schedule.

Our practice is this: If, in cataloging current books, we discover that a number
has been changed we make a decision about that number as follows:

When the number of titles is small, the roral number of copies easily handled
by the Technical Processes Departments; and the subject such that the books
can be spared from the Department concerned, we change to the new number
immediately.

When the number of ritles is large, and if the change is not of great signifi-
cance and leaving the material under the old number will not afiect its use-
fulness we leave it under the old number.

If the- subject is one in which timeliness is of importance we leave the old
material under the old number to wear out and class the new material and
new editions under the new number.

If the subject is one in which the date of rhe material is not important we
Put new books and new editions under the new number and reclassify other
material under the old number as soon as it can be handled by the Technical
Processes and as soon as it can be spared from the Department concerned.

classification changes are made only after the Departments concerned are
consulted, or informed, as the case requires. Chicago, p.L.

In deciding whether to reclassify we consider the following points-

Will it relocate material in a different subiect department? If it does, we
assume there will be a good bir of reclassificition und ,hifting necessary and
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_t ask the head of this Catalog Department and the subject departments to

make a joint recommendationlo rne for approval. My own r9l9 of thumb on

this is if there are over a hundred books to be shifted it should be left alone'

subject importance and publication date of material to be reclassified.

No use putting time into material that is little used.

Ability of staff to absorb reclassification along with current work'

These are very general answers, of course. We aren't going into an extensive

reclassification. Cincinnati & Hamilton County' P'L'

We are not anticipating making u.,y:1prr".ul changes to the r6th Edition, but

only making spot chinges"as-ifrai6t.a'aBove in areai where it seems to us both

desirable utt'd ptu.ti.ubie. T-!,. is'.!,one-as the problems ariie in handling new

material. :" District of Columbia, P'L'

we cannor afiord the rime or l*o"*fia that would be required if we recata-

loged books in our present collection, sci,lvill limit our changes to new subjects-

oii., aura, where ttre r6th edition number seems much better-to cases where we

have not more than 2 or g titles in the old number. We will file references in our

shelf list from numbers used in the r6th edition to numbers used for the same

subjects by Los Angeles Public Library since the Library of congress is now

p,rtiittg only the r6th edition classification numbers on its catalog cards'
Los Angeles, P.L.

As expansion is required, the l6th edition will be consulted' Phil., P.L.

we will not relocate any numbers. Any new numbers adopted will be of a

date-rather than involving any reclassification. Pittsburgh, P'L'

when new subjects are introduced, we prefer to use the r6th edition if no

conflicr occurs with established policy. Also where little change is required, we

do change to the r6th edition. aueens Borough, P'L'

No changes to be made. St. Louis, P.L.
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APPENDIX B

Report on results of a Questionnaire on the r6th edition of Dewey sent to
ro large, medium-sized and small branches of L.A.Co.p.L. by Catalog
Advisory Committee (January r96 r).

t. What diff iculties uou,ld you anticipate experiencing in the location
of newly acqu[red tit les on the f ollowing sub jects:

Subject Prea i ous C lassificati on Present Classification

Philosophic Systems,
including individual
philosophers and
schools of philosophy

rgo Schools of philosophy
given new location in
rLo

REpLrEs: 4 answered: No; 4 answered: Yes; r had no reply;
r had other commenb.

_ 
Crrnnrnrs: (r) Requests in this field are few. (z) Consulting

Book Catalog and memorizing is always necessary. (3) Mori
reference to Book C,atalog will be needed.

OprrroNs ou Rnrocerrou: r approved; r disapproved.

Canon Law 262.9

OlruroNs: z approved of relocation; g disapproved.

Rrprrps: 3 answered: No; p answered: yes; 5 had
ments.

Cor,rururs: (r) Few requesm, would use catalog.
pate violent reaction from patrons about moving
gious section.

348 under "Law"

other com-

(z) Antici-
from reli-

Biophysiology 6 t  z .o r  4 Moved to Biology

5 7 4 . r
Rnpr,rss: 3 answered: No; r answered: yes; r did not reply;

5 had other comments.
ConrunNrs: (r) Few problems in present collection (3 com-

ments). (z) Have no calls for this material (r comment).
OprNrons: 3 approved of new location; I was dubious.

Modern Art jog.o3 7og.o4 (new number
(including all periods especially for zoth
from r4zo A.D. to the Century Art)
present-from Renais-
sance to zoth Century)

Rtpr-rrs: 5 answered: No; 5 had other comments.
CoN.rlroNrs: Little difierence in classification; would find ma-

terial readily (z comments)
Oprrvrous: 3 approved of relocation; none disapproved.
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Sub ject P r eu i o us C Ia s sif i c ati on Present C lassifi.cation

Art 7o0
(including art as a
profession)

Rnpr,rm: 7 answered: No; r answered: Yes; z had other com-

ments.
Cor,rnrrurs: (i) It would be good to have vocational material

together (in all fields). (z) Small collection, therefore no prob-

lem.
OprNroNs: 3 approved of relocation; none disapproved.

7o6.9 (new number
for Art as a profession)

Industrial Sociology g3r.8g Moved to 331.15 un-

(including labor or- der "Labor manage-

ganization and labor ment conciliationl'
disputes)

Repr-rns: 5 answered: No; 3 answered: Yes; r had other com-

ments; r had no reply.
CoMNlsNrs: Limited holdings, therefore no problem (z com-

ments).
OprNroNs: r approved of relocation; none disapproved'

Automation 3or.243
(including all aspects)

Rnprrns: g answered: No; r answered: Yes; 7 had other com-

ments.
Counanrqrs: (r) Subject is so separated now that a new num-

ber will not add to the difficulty. Technicians will expect to

find this subject in the technical field, but this means more

work for the librarian. (e) Some difficulty at first, but will

speed up service.
OprNroxs: 6 approved; none disapproved.

New subject, not men-
tioned in index of pre-
vious editions. Added
other  numbers out-
side the 3oo category;
658.5 Business & In-
dustry, 65r.26 Office
mechanization includ-
ing computers, 629.8
Engineering aspects.

Theory of Numbers 5rr .2

REpLrF.s: 6 answered: No; g answered: Yes; r had other com'

ments; r had no reply.

Transferred to 5rz.8r
-Abstract Algebra
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CouunNrs: (r) There will be difficulty ar firsr, but will be
an improvement in the long run. (z) Holdings limited.

OprNroNs: z approved relocation; none disapproved.

Sub'ject Previ ous C lassi ficati on Present Classification

Engineering 6zo
(including Civil
neering)

C i v i l  e n g i n e e r i n g
engi- moved to 624 (a num-

ber formerly used for
s t ruc tu ra l  eng inee r -
ing). Change in topic
(now structural engi-
neering is a sub-topic
under Civil Engineer-
i'g).

Rnprrns: 4 answered: No; 3 answered: yes; z had other com-
ments; r had no reply.

Corturxrs: (l) Some radical changes in ,,6eo,'are needed as
some numbers are so long that scanning of titles is necessary.
(Maybe changes on the other side of the decimal point are
needed.) (r) This splits up the subject, leaving electronics in
the middle.

OprxroNs: 3 approved relocation; r disapproved.

Electronic
Engineering

6zr .94 Moved to 62r .38 wi th
(located in the middle subdivisions (some
of electric lighting have been adopted)
and similar topics) .38r5 electronic cir-

cuits (new number)
.38r8 e lect roacoust ics

(new number)
.3848 radar

REpLrEs: 4 answered: No; 5 had other comments; r had no
reply.

Couunrvrs: (r) A good move, because it separates masses of
material. Will make material more easily available to the
reader. (z) This section should be expanded.

OprNroNs: 4 approved relocation; none disapproved.

z. .Would the expansion of nwnbers in the r6th Edition of Dewey
mahe it easier to locate specific information?

Examples of Expansion of Numbers in the fith Edition of Deuey

Astronautics 6zg.  r  38 (Taken from DC Ad-
ditions notes and de-
cisions sheet)
New subject expan-
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Subject P r eu i ous C las s ifi. c ati o n Present Classification

sion due to Progress of
knowledge.
629.4 extrateffestrial

rockets given sPe-
cial new Place and
seParated from ter-
restrial rockets.

6z9.14959 now used
for terrestrial rock-
ets.

Rnpr,ms: 5 answered: Yes; r answered: No difficulties antici-

pated; 3 had other comments; r had no reply.
ColrnrnNrs: (r) All I hope in this classification is that they

don't run out of numbers. (z) Separating similar topics some-

times isolates one from the other. Unless older material is

reclassified, this will prove a headache, as much material lies

between. (3) This section needed expansion.

.|udaism 296
(not broken down
enough to fit needs)

Rrpr-rns: 6 answered: Yes; r answered: No problems antici-

pated; z had other comments; r had no reply.
Couunu'rs: (r) Will be helpful in expanding collection at a

particular branch. (z) Will expedite service to patrons' (3) A

good idea, but not too useful in a small library. (4) Not much

use is made of this section.

Greatly expanded, i.e.,
296. r-Sources of

Judaism
Pg6.3-Doctrinal the-

ology
eg6.4-Expanded to

include Holy days.

Absolutism gzr-6
(not broken down)

Expanded-i.e.,
gzr.64 Modern dicta-

torship.

3zt.64z Communist
type of dictatorshiP.

";,:1X,:iffi;"'o' 
o'

Rrptrrs: 7 answered: Yes; r answered: No problems antici-

pated; z had no reply.
Couunurs: (r) Small library not greatly affected. (z) Should

be helpful to us and to the students. (3) Yes, but lengthening

of digits is not always convenient.
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Subiect Pr eui ous C lassification Present Classification

Medicine 6 r o Expanded to make
new place for 6ro.69-
Medical profession-
study and teaching.

Rtpr-rrs: 7 answered: Yes; r answered: No difficulties antici-
pated; r had no reply; r had other comments.

Conruenrs: (r) Have many requests for career information;
ghould be helpful. (z) Small library not greatly affected. (3)
Would not make much difference.

g. Wou.Id more lrequ,ent ref erence to the Booh Catalog be required:

Note: Some already expressed their opinions on this-unasked-in ques-
tions on relocations and expansrons.

Rtptrrs: g answered: Yes; z answered: No; 2 answered:
Some; r had no reply.

CorurmNrs: (r) Yes, in case of relocation; very little in case
of expansion (z comments). (z) Yes, at first, but it would not
take long to become familiar with the new numbers. (3) Col-
lection is not large, so changes are not great. There is a need
for informing Branch personnel about these relocations. (4)
Staff will have to rely more on the catalog instead of on pet
numbers which have been memorized.

4. Haae you experienced difficulty in locating material on other sub-
jects as a result of the relocation or expansion of nimbers?

Rnptu;s: 4 answered: No; 4 answered: Yes; z had other com-
ments.

ConrurNrs: (r) Flower arrangement-Gardening materials
are in 7r5 and 635 both. Telescope making, formerly 535.g

(5) Relocation and expansion are of great help in this branch.
We extend our heart-felt thanks.
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Further Comment on Map Cataloging

JorrN B. Wuttr, Director
Librar^t and' Archiues

Nebraska State Historical Society
Lincoln, Nebraska

J) rcrNr ADvICE ABour map cataloging is to prefer as main entry

l\, the area shown by the map. May I ofier a- few comments on this

subject?
For u.t historical library, it is important to establish responsibility

for the map. Thus the identification of the "author," or cartographer, the

individual or the institution, government agdncy or publisher responsible

for the map, is an important responsibility of the cataloger.^
It is often the cise that mips do not show a well-defined, generally

recognized, place-name area. Maps of the trans-Mississippi west illustate

but is structurally basic.
Many of the remarks about map cataloging pertain more pointedly to

a printed catalog, rather than a Card catalog. With a card catalog the

usir is not handicapped in any way by the cataloger's choice of main

entry.
-i-h"t" also appears to be confusion berween the cataloging of maps and

their arrange*ettt. Arrangement by area can be achieved regardless of

the choice for main entry.
The use of the date in the main entry would present problems particu-

larly for older maps. Date of publication may differ from the date of the

information on the map.
It makes some difference whether the map catalog is separate, or

whether the cards file into a general catalog containing other library

items. In rhe latter case, subject ently under area with the subdivision
MAPS still appear to be the most satisfactory. Many sample main-entry

cards for areas that I have seen would not fit into such catalogs.
Entry under responsible agency or "author" permits map series to be

handled with a single card set.
All the numerous difierences alleged to exist between maps and books

can be recorded in the form of notes on the card. This is no problem.
In short, the analogy between map and book cataloging is sufficiently

useful to make the so-Jilled author approach to maps preferable for such

libraries as the Neb aska State Historical Society.
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Problems in Serials-

A cLANcE AT THE numerou$ entries in Library Literatu,re under the
f\ two headings "Periodicals" and "serials', will show that rhese can

rn the papers that follow it will be seen that the definition of a serial

Serials Librarian, Wellesley College Library

Acquisit ion

The original ordering of serials and all bill records are taken care of

^ 
* From the,papers presented at the April 30, rg5g meeting of the Boston Regional

Group of catalogen and classifiers, held at simmoni college. papers edited by Helen
G. Kurtz, Brown University Library, Moderator.

Serials in a College Library ErarNr War,xrn
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from the publisher, but subscriprions for the majority are placed with an

agent on a ,.till forbidden" basis. For a large part oI our domestic order

w-e use the F. w. Faxon company. Many of our foreign orders go to

Stechert-Hafner, except for the 
^English 

tities which are with Stevens and

Brown, or Sotheran. iVe also recei-ve a few serials from Olschki in Italy

and subscribe to Russian periodicals through the Four continent Book

Corporation in New york. The Acquisitions De,partment keeps,two files

of slrials, one by title, and the othei by college department. In these files

one can quickly find how each title is obtained, from what fund it is

p-urchased, and who requested it, as well as notes on temporary suspen-

s10ns.
The serials cataloger notifies the Acquisitions Department o{ any re-

placements needed, and they try to obtain these from back-number deal-

irr, or, in sorne cases, direitlv from the publisher' Serials available by

gifi or exchange are usually requested directly by the Serials Cataloger'

ihe Serials Section is able to secure a considerable number of missing

issues through the Duplicate Exchange Union of which wellesley is a

member. tn this *uy *e also get rid of many of our own duplicates.

Cheching Records

Rather than having one large checking record, we have divided our

serials into two categoiies. On i Remingtbn Rand Kardex we have the

check cards for peri6dicals and newspapers received more than twice a

near.TlIe remainder of our serials ar-e ihecked in on cards located next

io the Kardex in a file called the Check List. There are exceptions to this

division, the most notable being that titles going directly to the stacks

rather than the Current Periodicals Section, are usually listed on the

Check List no matter how frequently they appear' Titles added to the

check List are immediately cataloged and classified, while those on the

Kardex are not cataloged until we have received at least one complete

volume, at which time-the decision on binding is also made. Meanwhile'

the magazines are kept in the Current Periodicals area with one of the

multipl"e order slips nlea in the public catalog giving_ the location.

fn both the Kardex and. Serial Check List, we use Library Bureau 6 x

8 inch checking cards. On these cards, in addition to the current issues

and the date reieived, we note the receipt of title pages, indexes, and sup-

plements, and keep a record of the last vblume bound or tied in the stacks.

Volt,mes currentli at the bindery are also charged on th_ese cards. Filed

with the check cards on both the Kardex and the Check List are the cur-

rent invoice cards with the bill records, the publisher and latest address,

and source. These records are located close to the public catalog and the

Current Periodicals Section, and are easily reached by the Reference De-

partment. Students insist on using the Kardex as a complete periodical

iatalog instead of simply a list of rhose currently received, but the Refer-

ence department fee6 that the convenience of having these records here

outweigis any confusion they may cause. In the Reference DePartment,

on thJtable with the mosr heavily-used periodical indexes, we have a
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visible.index listing rhe currenr periodical titles. This list gives only the
title with location of the back fileind current issues.

The daily mail is opened in the serials Section and brought our to the
Kardex to be checked in and shelved.. check List material Is added once

Cataloging

, 
With the. exce_ption of a few periodical titles of only temporary interest

which are discarded at regular intervals and receive only simplihed cara-
l"gi"s' all serials at wellesley are fully cataloged in th! p,rbti. catalog.
we generally enter under the latest title with rel....r.e, fr&n earlier onei.
\then- they are available, we use Library of Congress cards, sometimes
adapting them to our needs. Otherwise *" pt.pu."1ur own cards follow-
ing Library of congress rules. Usually we omit editor entries but do make
aly necessary subject headings and entries for sponsoring bodies. For
"dead" serials we use the unit card sysrem with hoidings oriall the cards,
but for titles currently received we use a form of reference card for the
added entries referring to the main card for hordings. These references
do, however, include call numbers. on the main card, the holdings read
"to date" with a stamp indicating whether the checking card is in the
Kardex or the Check List.

The Reference librarians make extensive use of serials in their work,
and we try to cooperate with them in every way possible, sometimes
adapting our usual routines to fit their needs'better.- our Reference Li-

At wellesley we continue to accession all bound volumes and s.me un-
bound ones. Accession books were discontinued in rg4z, and since that
date the accession numbers have been recorded o.t ttre shelf list cards.
Serials such as annuals are accessioned when checked in; other serials
which bind more than one issue to a vorume are accessione.d when re-
turned from the bindery.

Binding

when a periodical is cataloged, the decision whether or not to bind is
made. This is based on the title's importance in its field and the use it is
expected to receive. The majority of o,rr period.icals are bound in class
A bindings. small loads of binding are prepared and sent at various times
during the year, but by far the largest amou.rt waits until June. Heavily
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used. titles are never sent during the school year unless they can be done

"rush" during the Christmas holidays. Lesser used material is preserved

by tying, putting in pamphlet boxes, or Class B binding.' 
ilu.t nter of ihe New-Yorh Ti'mes, the London Times, and Le Monde

are kept on microfilm, but so far we have not attempted to substitute

microfilm for back periodical files. Recently we acquired the.complete
run of A.nnalen der'Physik on microcards and were able to discard the

bound volumes, but this is the only serial we have in this form'

Orgo.nization

If having only one complete record of serials holdings is the goal to be

worked for ln serials, then-we have reached this only in our treatment of

unbounds. However, our changes have been in this direction; we have

questioned the need of accessioning bound volumes, and it may be that

this process will be discontinued at some time.

Serials in a Special Library Bensane M' Htrl-'
Associate Librarian, Massachusetts College of Pharmacy

The procedures for handling serials in many special librarieS are sorne-

what difrerent from procedures followed in other types of libraries. The

Sheppard Library of the Massachuserts college of Pharmacy-is chiefly a

collige library of ,o1n. 2o,ooo volumes. Our aim is to meet the needs of

the ficulty and students; that these needs are largely in a specialized sutr-
ject atea, making the library also a special library, is somewhat-incidental.

itrobably p.o..drrt., followed here are closer to those of other college

libraries o? ont size than ro special libraries attached to industrial con-

cerns.
While we retain indefinitely most titles of scientific or historical in-

terest, most company libraries are not able to do this. Storage space is at

a premium, u.td u company's field of interest may chan-ge' Many com-

p#y librarians find thai diicarding on a time schedule, then borrowing,

pf,oiocopying, or buying issues as needed allows their collection greater

hexibility iriadapting io changes in company ac-tivities, without costs of

storage and binding. Thir means that they depend- on r91e3rcf collections,

of wiich we are one, for much of the older material which they occasion-

ally need. when such a policy is followed, serials records can be greatly

simplified, and usually are. For this reason, the discussion which follows,

whije outlining procedures followed in our Library, does not lecessarily

show those of 
"a 

iypical special library-if a special library which could

be called "typical" exists.

Acquisit ion

we receive about r5o periodicals and 5o serials by subscription, and

about the same numbeiof each by gift, making a total of slightly over 4oo
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necessary.

.rn. placing subscriptions, we use an agent whenever possible. Sub-
scriptions are placed on a "till forbiddef' basis, and the agent is in-
structed to take advantage of all long-term subscription rates. r"n practice,
this means that each year some titles do not neei renewal, so that bills

Checking Records and Cataloging

we have not quite managed the idear of one record for serials; at
present we maintain four: Visible checking Record, Serials Holdings
File, Standing Order File, and Bindery Card File.

visible cheching Record. This is a Demco visible periodicals check-

assistant checks in periodicals. This is done by entering the date received.
If the numbering is unusual, the issue number is entdred also. when an
issue is received and the previous number has not arrived, it is claimed
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Each card carries the title or other entry, and a statement of the library's

holdings as an open entry if the title is regularly-r91eiv9$, (Example:

Sheppid Library has: v. z (r957)-date) The word "date" is in qengil'
If we cease to receive a title, the word "date" is erased, and the closing

volume, number, and date added. If the serial ceases publication at the

same rime, the (Jnion List of serials double slant line symbol is added.

Title variations, multi-volume indexes, and any lacking volumes or is-

sues are noted, the latter in pencil.
when a serial is kept foi a limited time' this is usually decided when

the title is added to t^he Serials Holdings File, and the card states this

time limit rather than listing holdings.
Occasionally, if we thinl that our consideration of an item as a serial

might be confusing to the public, we place a refetence in the Card Cata-

fog: f.his is done iparingly, and. suc1l- reference cards are traced on the

back of the Serial Holdings File card.
If a series is monographic (Chronica Botanica, U. S. National Herbar-

ium Contributions, erc.;^.o.rt.ttts cards follow the first card and list in-

dividual numbers, with title, authof, and date. Certain numbers in such a

series are an exception to our Practice of not cataloging serials- If the

subject of the nntib.r is of importance to us, an author analytic is made

for ihe Card Catalog. Subject analytics, if made, are traced on the author

analytic. An asterisk oppbsite the number on the contents card in the

Serials Holdings File indicates the presence of an author analytic in the

Card Catalog. ivitn the exception of these monographig Ttigt'-Y." 
do not

have to mak'e changes or additions to cards in the Serials Holdings File

unless the serial itself changes.
Following the main part of the serials Holdings File are two auxiliary

files maintained for oui convenience. One contains a card for each cur-

rently received foreign title arranged,under the country of origin' The

othe; is a record of currently-received pharmaceutical house organs ar-

ranged by name of the company. users of either one of the auxiliary

files" musi consult the main body of the Serials Holdings File to deter-

mine holdings, earlier titles, etc.
United Siates government serial publications, if acquired as a series on

a conrinuing basis, are treated like-other serials (checked in-the Visible

Checking R;cord, entered in the Serials Holdings Tile, and shelved with

other serials). If acquired as separates, they are either placed in the pam-

phlet file or classified and cataloged as_books. A United States govern-

inent documents section of the Serials Holdings File, arranged first by

depaTtment, then agency, then series_ and number, contains a card for

.uih of these selectively-a.n,rt..U and preserved items. Call number or

Pamphlet File subject heading used is noted on each card'

stand,ing order File: Tltis section of our order file is in the workroom

and contaiis a slip for each "annual," giving source ar1d date the stand-

ing order was pla&d. This record is of use mainly to th_e library stafi, be-

caise these tities are procured through our college bookst-ore which does

not, perform all the functions of a commercial jobber. These "annuals"
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are checked in the Visible Checking Record along with the other reg-
ularly-received serials.

Bindery Cards: This file, kept in the workroom, contains a card for
each title bound, with pertinent information recorded. It aids in the
collection and physical preparation of material to be senr and in inspec-
tion of material when it is returned. It shows what is at the bindery and
is a basis for estimating possible date of return.

Unfortunately, a rather small percentage of the titles which we pre-
serve is presently being bound. In spending the money presently available
for binding, we consider titles on the basis of scientific value, expected
degree of continued use, and closeness to our subject field.

Material is sent several times a year, generally as soon as title pages
and indexes are received, but taking into consideration any seasonal peaks
of use for certain titles, and also of the bindery's work load. F. J. Barnard
does our binding, and since they take and store rub-offs for titles we bind
regularly, instructions to accompany shipments need not include detailed
instructions.

Unbound periodicals are tied by volumes and tagged, giving title,
volume, and year. T'hese are stored flat on open shelves.

Sheluing and Circulation: Cutrent issues are on shelves in the reading
room, five years plus the balance of the culTent year are in the first floor
stack, and older issues are on the second and third floor stacks. In all
cases, they are alphabetically arranged just as they are in the Serials Hold-
ings File. Certain titles acquired for reference use (abstracting and index-
ing services, etc.) are shelved in the reference area.

All periodicals, bound and unbound, except those which are for refer-
ence, circulate. They are loaned to undergraduates overnight, and to
graduate students and faculty for an indefinite period. They are available
for interlibrary loan.

Disposal of Duplicates. The library, as an institutional member of
the Medical Library Association, participates in the exchange operated
by that association. Each ofiering library lists its duplicates at least once
in two years. The lists are mimeographed and circulated by the Associa-
tion, and libraries send their wants to the exchange headquarters. We
send non-medical duplicates to the U. S. Book Exchange. The advantage
in using this exchange is that no listing of materials offered is necessary,
but it is expensive to send the materials to Washington, D. C.

The above is a resumd of methods which have worked for us. Perhaps
we can streamline our procedures still more. We're still trying.

Serials in a Public library Ke:rnrnrNs C. Dwvnr
Itread, Processing b Personnel, Free Public Library,

Worcester, Mass.

Serials have been called hard names by many people; they have been
called dirty, messy, frustrating, diabolical. But I do not remember ever
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most of them in the English language. Many titles are kept for one year,

or five or ten years, and thus there is less emphasis on buying back num-

bers. Most of ihe use seems to be from the periodical indexes, and fairly

curTent references at that. Because of these differences, much of- serials
work in the public library may be done very satisfactorily by good cleri-

cals. Our Seiials Division is manned by clericals, and they do all the

ordering, checking in, and preparing for binding. Only the actual catalog-
ing is done by professional librarians.-The 

Worceiter Free Public Library has a total of 5o5,776 volumes and

curTently receives about 782 periodical titles, plus 376 additional copies,
giving a total periodical subscription of r r58.

Acquisit ions

We have been able to place a three-year contract for subscriptions, be-

cause the savings involvid was $r,2oo'oo' We are eagerly looking forward

to two summeis without magazine renewals. We are satisfied with our

dealer, Ilerman Goldberger of Boston.
Titles which come in successive volumes or editions, and which are

billed after delivery, instead of billed in advance like subscriptions, we

call standing orders. These are more satisfactorily handled directly with
the publisher. We have tried periodical dealers, and we have also tried
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the regular book dealer for titles issued by trade publishers. The volumes
come through more quickly from the publisher; the bill comes more
quickly, and the follow-up correspondence is less. We lose a few discounts,
but the speed in delivery is important to us. When we had to seek bids,
we made two separate lists for the periodicals and the standing orders.
The periodical dealers reported to the Purchasing Agent that they could
not quote on the standing order titles, so that left us free to get them frorn
the publisher.

Cheching Records and Catalogi,ng

We do not have a central serials record. Our periodicals are checked in
in the Magazine Room; all record work is done there and the complete
record kept there. The bound volumes are kept in a Periodical Stack,
alphabetically by title. The record for the bound volumes shows title,
holdings, publisher, frequencv, and notes for "preceded by" and "con-
tinued as."

We have a subject divisional library or€ianization, and each of the
three divisions have a visible "whirligig," officially the "Magazine Find-
ing List." This gives the location and inclusive holdings, with a dash to
indicate current receipt. Many titles, instead of actual holdings, say "cur-
rent volume only," "last five years," "last ten years," etc. We rarely find it
necessary to change holdings, because we add and discard few old vol-
umes, and the gaps show only in the Magazine Room. Ffowever, we are
constantly adding new titles and closing enrries.

In general, we treat as periodicals those titles published quarterly or
oftener, and as "serials" those publications issued less frequently, or ir-
regularly. These are checked in the Processing Department Offices and
cataloged on receipt. New volumes are added only to the shelf list and
main catalog card; the shelf list card is pulled our for typing, but the
Serials Cataloger adds the volume-to the catalog in pencil.

Whereas we have changed to successive title entry for our periodicals,
our cataloged serials are entered under the latest title which we have,
with added entries for any earlier title which we have. Some years ago we
started recataloging serials in a simpler form, cutting out subtitles, notes
for volumes which we did not have, editor notes, etc. As new volumes
came, we recataloged, and now we have redone practically every title for
which we have received a volume in the last four years. As we recataloged,
the decision was made on how long to retain.

At the point where we are now, it is simple to recatalog when a title
changes. We decided long ago not to re-Cutter unless we changed the clas-
sification number. First, a page pulls the catalog cards. Then the cataloger
takes one of the old cards, crosses off the old title and writes in the new
title, adds the old title to a note, and indicates an added entry. Then the
clericals take over, type the stencil, run ofi the cards, add the heading,
and file the new cards. It is not even necessary to hold the new volume
while the cards are run ofi. It can be added to the old shelf list and sent
along. .As you can see, there is little professional cataloging involved;
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however, the process is simple only if you reproduce your own cards, and
have enough clerical help.

For corporate headings, we recatalog under the latest form of the
new name, with added entries for all other forms of the name for which
we have holdings. If the catalog cards do not explain the relation of the
difierent forms of the name, or if we have a monograph under one head-
ing, we are using history cards, ending them with the note: "Publications
are entered under the name used at the time the publication is issued."

Our Serials Cataloger has spent her spare time in the last yeat recata-
loging the Massachusetts Public Documents. As many of you know, it is
not easy to chart the course of development of the departments and divi-
sions of the Massachusetts state government. Ordinarily we Put history
cards in the catalog only where there are entries, but for the Massachusetts
serials we put history cards under the forms of the names whether we
had entries or not, in order to lead the public, and the stafi, to the ma-
terial which we do have.

We have gone heavily into serials cataloging for books which come
out in successive editions, what Dr. Osborn calls p'seudo-serials. We re-
cently put on open entry cards the automobile handbooks issued by car
manufacturers. Provided there is no change in entry, new editions of this
sort do not go to a cataloger until they are ready for final revision. For
some titles on standing order for which we keep only the latest volume,
the catalog says "Latest vol. only." Sorne of these are added to the shelf
list, and twenty or so titles are not even added there.

One problem in college libraries is whether or not to analyze mono-
graphic serials. Because of the lessened importance of complete sets in
public libraries, we place few standing orders for monographic series,
but purchase the ones we need and catalog them as separates' In some
cases u'here we do have a standing order or subscription, we catalog only
selected titles. This means that we have few analytics for this type of
serial.
. One piece of equipment which Dr. Osborn barely mentions is the
Magne-dex. We use metal card trays which hold 4 x 6 inch cards which

lave a piece of metal at each end. The cards are supposed to fan out by
magnetism, so that you can see a section of cards spread out as they would
be in a visible file. Our cards do not fan, possibly because the file is too
full, possibly because we insist on clipping notes to the cards. Flowever,
the trays take up less space than the old Kardex, costs less than a new
Kardex, and we like it because it is easier to get the card out and use the
back. We still use a Kardex in the Magazine Room, but we use the
Magne-dex in the Processing Office.

Bindi,ng

We are also obliged to send our binding out for bids. Again, I do not
recommend it. We had to break one contract; it was hard to do, and it
held up all binding for three months. We like our present contractor,
Wesby of Worcester. The titles which we intend to keep indefinitely, we
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We keep a separate binding record in the Magazine Room. For vol-
umes which are taken from a subject division, we leave a charge slip.
Thus if the "whirligig" says "Lasr five volumes in Social Science," tie
volumes are either there or charged to the bindery at the social science
desk.

We are trying a time-saving device which would never work in a uni-
versity library. we have decided to bind the titles which are ind,exed in
the wilson indexes without waiting for the volume indexes. This means
faster service, and also fewer losses of unbound issues which we wait for
indexes. It is too soon to tell how many complaints we will get. we should
be glad to know if anyone else has d.one this, and what thleir experience
has been.

Organization of Serials Worh

central serials record.

Serials in a University Library Eorrn Cr,rrrrenos.
Serials Cataloger, Brown Uniuersity Library

The simple and easy trearment of serials at Worcester calls forth only
envy from a university serials cataloger harrassed by the bulk and com-
plexity of material largely in foreign languages.
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At Brown four separate units share the processing of serials and docu-
ments.

r. Serials Division which acquires, checks-in, and claims material.
e. Serials Cataloging Division which catalogs and is responsible

for listing material in various union lists.

3. Binding Division which handles the binding of material both
with commercial binders and within our own bindery.

4. Documents Division which acquires, checks-in, catalogs, and
gives reference service for its own type of material.

All these units are a part of the Technical Processes Department
which is physically apart from the public catalog.

Acquis i t ion:

This work is done in our Library by the Serials Division. It buys from
dealers and often directly from foreign agents. We have a flourishing ex-
change program with Russia and East European countries. With the Far
East the exchange is more or less limited to Brown's special interest of
mathematics, engineering, and science. For documents, other than U. S.
and U. N. depository items, money is placed on deposit with the U. S.
government for its documents and with the Queen's Printers for British
and Canadian publications. We use dealers for other governments and
buy directly from most international organizations.

Cheching Records:

A Kardex and a Wheeldex decision file are used for checking the mail.
All serials that are retained are checked in the Kardex where business in'
formation is recorded. Titles discarded have a card on the Wheeldex
decision file giving the desired information.

Ca.taloging:

The Serials Cataloging Division receives each new serial with a blank
decision card.

CONTIN Yes No

Kardex Card f
DESTINATION

Ser. Cataloger
PRR
Biol. Sci.
Pemb.
Phys. Sci.
Box
Sample
Storage
Discard
Other

CATALOGING
Cat memo
Rotary file
N.S.T.
Class as set
Class sep.
Brief cat.

Anal. for Main
Anal. for Dept.
Standing LC

SOURCE
Fund
Gift
Exchange

BINDING
Bind out
B.U.B.
BundIe
Red rope
Cardboard
Portfolio

Date - By
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On this card the Serials Catalogers established the correct title. The
serial with the decision card is routed to Acquisitions and Binding insur-
ing the uniformity of the title in all divisions.

When a serial is ready for cataloging, it bears a dated routing slip
which may be one of three colors: white for purchase, pink for gifts, or
yellow for exchange. These slips stay with the volume and have the fol-
lowing uses:

r. The colored slips aid in quick sorting of material for priority.
z. The date tab keeps material in chronological order as received.
3. Notes for the cataloger are quickly added to the slip and are read

easily by the cataloger.
4. The slip becomes a destination slip for the serial until it is marked

and shelved.

Because of the distance from the public catalog, a certain duplication
of records in the Serials Cataloging Division is necessary. We give a full
record of bound and current material to the public and keep a duplicate
working file in the Processing Department. The public has the use of
full-form cards in the catalog for bound material and the use of a Rotary
File for current volumes. We give location and call numbers in part on
the Rotary File.

We use the travelling card system at Brown, because we believe the
cataloger can see the piece and the records together and is personally re-
sponsible for checking the record which the public interprets. The dis-
advantage of this system is that the housekeeping of the record is very
time-consuming.

Our serials are cataloged by latest title because we believe this gives
the best service in the following ways:

r. All information about a serial is in one place. We give the history
of the serial and make the appropriate cross references. We include the
call number on the cross-reference as a time-saving device for the public.

z. Duplication of cards under subject is avoided.
3. The searcher's life is made easier by not having to trace a serial

through changes of title.

The above reasons also show why we question Mr. Lubetsky's suggestion
of cataloging by subsequent title.

Documents Diuision:

New documents serials are sent to the Dersons concerned for decision.
The Documents Division claims missing numbers on notification from
the Bindery. The documents periodicals which are given full cataloging
are checked in on Kardex and routed to the Periodicals Reading Room or
the various departments which send them to the Bindery when completed.
They then come to the Documents Division for cataloging, which is the
same as for other serials. Some IJ. S. documents check in on 3x5 cards;
some are arranged by the Superintendent of Documents classification and
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sent dtrectry to the stacks. Several are bound together in the cheapest

binding.

Bindi,ng:

Most of our serials are bound commercially in a Class A binding'

Organization:

Our problems are lack of space, duplication of records, and too much

handling of volumes.
We fiope that as we relieve the over-crowding of our Division and in

the future move nearer to the service point of dispensing information,
many of our problems will be solved.

We asked our Flead of Readers Service for Reference Department

reaction to our type of cataloging serials, and the answer was "cornpletely

satisfactory." Thi; is reassuring but at the same time we feel the need

constantly to examine techniques and routines to insure the best service.

The National I-ibrary of Medicine In-
dex Mechanization Project, Wash-
ington, National Library of Medi
cine, 196r. 96 pp. (Bul let in of the
Medical Library Association, v. 49,
no. r,  pt.  z. January, 196r).

Subject control of medical literature
is one of the most serious problems fac-
ing the medical and library professions
today. As more and more research is
being done, knowledge becomes in-
creasingly fragmented and the volume
of scientific reports accelerates, as in-
dicated by estimates that approximately
??o,ooo articles are now published an-
nually in medical and allied scientific
periodicals. For many reasons the Na-
tional Library of Medicine was the
natural agency to tackle this problem
since it has published medical indexes
since 1879. Recently the N.L.M. has
been under increased pressure to im-
prove coverage of the medical periodi-

REVIEWS

cal literature as well as to produce a
current index more rapidly, and as a
result an investigation was made of the
feasibi l i ty of mechanization.

In rg58 the "Outline of a Proposal
to the Council on Library Resources,
Inc." was prepared with the "Specific
aims (of) develop(ing) and demon-
strat(ing) in the field of medicine im-
proved methods for the rapid and effi-
cient publication of comprehensive
indexes to the literature of broad scien-
tific fields with simultaneous provision
for meeting the requirements of spe-
cialties within these fields, making use
of hitherto unutilized mechanical ap-
plications. The Council on Library Re-
sources agreed to make the sum of

$73,8oo available to the National Li-
brary of Medicine over a period of two
years (July rg58-June 196o) for un-
dertaking this project . . ."

In carrying out the project new com-
position methods were employed based
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on the integration of photographic and
data-processing equipment, a system
built around the Listomatic camera
which photographs one-, rwo-, and
three-line entries at high speed to pro-
duce a negative suitable for the prepa-
ration of oftset plates. Punched cards
were used, and statistics indicate that
approximately p5,ooo-3o,ooo subject
and r5,ooo author entry cards are in-
volved each month, a prodigious ex-
penditure of time and money. At the
end of each year the cards for the rg
monthly issues are interfiled and filmed
for  the  Cumula ted  Index  Med icus
which is published by the American
Medical Association.

Following a presentarion of the his-
torical and technical background, this
report gives the actual operational pic-
ture and details of cost o{ the project.
Management aspects are described in
detail, including the frustrations caused
by the accurnulation of static electricity
in carbon ribbons, "chewing up" of
the punched cards, and frequent ma-
chine breakdown. The reader is left
with a reverent feeling of awe for the
dedicated group of people who have
produced the new series of tlne Index
Medicus, published monrhly since Jan-
uary ro6o.

Among the objectives of the project,
in addition to increased coverage over
previous medical indexes, were rhe re-
duction of the time lag between the
original publication of journal arricles
and the publication of the Index, tli'e
improvement of legibility and of ar-
rangement of citations to make consul-
tation easy, and the demonstration of
methods and techniques which might
be valuable to scientific indexing in
general. These-and other obiectives-
have been met more than adiquately,
and there is no doubt that the experi-
ence and education acquired by the
staff of the Index Mechanization Proj-
ect will be importanr in further in-
vestigations of automation techniques.

Criticisms may be made of the prac-
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tice of translating foreign language
titles into English, and that some tech-
nical problems have not been solved
completely. The printing is too often
uneven. and entries in the Index Medi'
cus are sometimes illegible; Parts of
lines and even whole lines are not
printed causing the entry to be unus-
able, and entries are not always strictly
alphabetical in arrangement. Ifowever,
no one can deny that the project has
been a monumental achievement as a
successful experiment, and one is left
with the sobering thought that "The
printed index is a necessity for a long
time to g6.a;'s."-Plssnor G. Steinke,
Libr ari an, trl an derb ilt U niu ers ity S c h o o I
of Medicine

Aslib Cranfield Research Project. Re-
port on the First Stage of an Inaesti-
gation into the ComParatiue Eff i-
ciency of Indexing Systems, by Cyril
W. Cleuerdon. Cranfield, England,
The College of Aeronautics, 196o.
r66 p.

Interim Report on the Test
Programme of an Inaestigation into
the Comparatiue Effici.ency ol Index-
ing Systems, by Cyril W. Cleuerdon.
Cranfield, England, The College of
Aeronautics, 196o; 8o p.

The difficulties of comparing effi-
ciencies of various indexing systems
and of interpreting results are so great
that very few such studies have been
completed. In this country, the dis-
puted and inconclusive contest staged
in rg54 between the ASTIA Reference
Center and Documentation, Inc. to
prove or disprove the superiority of
coordinate over alphabetic subject in-
dexing may have discouraged would-be
investigators. Now the British have
tried it. Final results are not in, but in
two reports from this project there is
evidence that the rules of the game are
well in hand. The first report is a defin-
itive work on how to maki such a study
and provides valuable comparisons on
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the ease of indexing under various sys-
tems. In the second, an interim report
on the test program of reference use,
there is promise that meaningful re-
sults will be forthcoming later.

The research project was devised to
test four methods of indexing: the
UDC, an alphabetical subject index, a
faceted classification scheme, and a uni-
term index. Supported by grants from
the National Science Foundation in
Washington, the work was done at the
College of Aeronautics, Cranfield, Eng-
land, under the direction of Cyril W.
Cleverdon.

The report of the first part of the
investigation, which involved the in-
dexing of r8,ooo research reports and
periodical articles in aeronautical engi
neering. includes excel lent summaries
of the problems recognized or discov-
ered by the investigators and describes
their solutions. For example, the ques-
tion of how much time to allow for
indexing a report was made a part of
the study of the efficiency of the various
systems by allowing varying times (16,
e, 8, 4, and z minutes) for indexing
individual documents. The interim re-
port on the use of the four indexes in-
dicates some drop-off in retrieval effi-
ciency for shorter indexing time, but
not much. The question of trained or
experienced indexers vs. scientifically
trained personnel was introduced into
the study by using indexers with dif-
ferent subject knowledge and experi-
ence. To check the work of these index-
ers, a supplementary indexing of nearly

4,ooo items was done by volunteers.
Comparisons showed that indexing un-
der the uniterm system was the most
uniforrn, alphabetical indexing the
least uniform.

T"he reader of these reports will find

many useful by-products; for example,
an excellent description of a faceted
classification scheme and chain index-
ing, the problems of constructing such
a scheme, and how it is applied. There
are also good discussions of the prob-
lems met in the application of the UDC
and in devising an adequate subject
heading list.

The interim report . describes the
techniques used in testing the indexes
and gives some Preliminary results.
The intent is to test each of the four
indexes with r4oo questions. A major
problem is to determine when or
whether a reference question has been
answered successfully. This problem
has been dodged by limiting the test to
questions which lead to a specific re-
port or reference. A search is not con-
sidered successful unless it produces
that report. While this makes for ease
in statistical analysis of results, it would
seem highly desirable to devise some
scheme which would provide an evalu-
ation of reference efficiency based on
retrieval of specific information, rather
than on finding a specific rePort. How-
ever, the results, even under these rigid
controls, should go far beyond any-
thing available heretofore in analyzing
the merits of difierent indexing systems.
The preliminary results described in-
clude a test using one hundred ques-
tions on 6;ooo of the indexed reports.
The wanted report was produced in
eighty to eighty-five cases using the
uniterm, alphabetical, and UDC in-
dexes, and in seventy-one cases using
the facet index. Ninety-seven docu-
ments were found by at least one sys-
tem, but only forty-three were found by
a7l fout.-Melain J. Voigt, Uniuersity
Librarian, University of Calif ornia, San
Diego, La Jolla, California

BACK /SSUES OF LRTS
The following issues of Library Resources and Technical Seruices are now out

of print and are not available from the Division: Vol. z, nos. r and 1; Vol. 3, nos.
r  and e ;  Vo l .4 ,  nos .  r  and 3 .
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CLASSIFIED CATALOGS

_ Yo* many libraries have classified catalogs? The classification committee,
cataloging and classification section, Resourcei and rechnical services Division,

tee, University of Rochester Library, Rochester zo, N. y.

FII-ING RULES

The University of Toronto Library School has published a e7-page list of
simplified rules entitled "Basic Filing Rules for Use in the Course on Library
Records." It was compiled by Margaret E. Cockshutr, Lecrurer in Library Sci
ence. It may be obtained for $r.oo from the University of Toronto Press, Toronto
5, Canada.

Expert Seraice on

IUIAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
for

AIl 1IBRARIES
a

Foxon's librarions Guide
free on request

I

For .the very best. subscriFtion
servrce aI competltrve prrces-
ask abour o,rr .Iill Foibidden
plan.

a

F. W. FAXoN C0., lNC.
83-91 Froncis Street Boslon 15, Mosr.

Conlinuous librory Service
Since 1885

I/olume 6, Number r, Winter, t96z

Back issues of

Library Resources
t Technical

Services
are available from the Divi-
sion. They are priced at $r.25
each. Orders for five or more
copies (same issue or assorted)
are $r.oo each.

Address orders to:

Executive Secretary
Resources and Technical
Services Division
American Library
Association
5o E. Huron Street
Chicago rr, I l l inois
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New Edition

Die Deutsche Presse 196l-
ZEITUNGEN UND ZEITSCHRIFTEN

Third revised edition of the directory to Germany's newsPaPers and periodicals
prepared by the "Instirut fuer Publiiistik der Freien univeisitaet Berlin." The
previous edition was published in 1956.

This volume includes 1,636 newspapers, 6,482 periodicals (classified.under subject
headings), and 1,164 ,,e*, ug"tt.i"i and bureius' Fo-r each entry .information 

is

gi"en a66ut the publisher, ed"itor and staff; general editorial direction and,profes-
iional policy; foimat, periodicity and price;-data on paper's history, title changes,
archival representation, etc.

Three indexes: by title, by person, by catchword.

Cloth, large octavo
Inroducti-on: 125 pages, Bibliography: 956 pages.

SPECIAL SUBSCRIPTION PRICE . . .  . .$18 .85

STBCHDBT. IIAFNER. IITC.
FOUNDED IN NEW YORK 1872

The World's leading lnternational Eooksellers
3l Eqst loth Street, New York 3, N. Y.

THE AMERICAN INDIAN

The Catalog of the Edward E. Ayer Collection of Americana

and. American Indians, The Newberry Library, is still avail-

able at the prepublication price of $550.00. This work is

published in 16 volumes with 169,000 cards. After January
31,1962, the price will be increased to $650.00. A prosPectus

is available from the publisher: G. K. Hall & Co., 97 Oliver

Street, Boston, Massachusetts.



G .  K .  H A L L  &  C O .  P U B L I C A T I O N S

Dictionarl Canlog of thc

HnSTORY of 'rhe AMIE,RICAS

C,ollection of

,]TF]IE NEM/ YOR.K PUtsLXC N.NtsR.A.R.Y

REFERENCE DEPARTNENT

lI\RODUCTION of this important catalog has just been com-
|J

JL pleted and several copies are now available for immediate

shipment. Dr Gerald McDonald, Chief, American History and

Genealogy Division of The New York Public Library, has given

us the following description of the collection and its catalog:

The catalog of The New York Public Library's American History

Room covers both North and South America. It represents a large,

well rounded research collection which reflects the development of

the new world from earliest t imes to the present. The American His-

tory Room has over loO,OOo volumes, but the catalog also l ists-

under author and subject - thousands of books which are shelved

elsewhere in the Library. Especially imPortant are the analytics For

over fifty years the Library has been developing a unique reference

aid through indexing important articles found in scholarly journals.

The catalog (as is the Library) is particularly strong in American

Indian material, in pamphlets relating to polit ical history, and in

works - old and new which deal with discovery, exploration and

settlement.

The 554,000 cards in this catalog are reproduced by offset

with 2l entries per 10" x 14" page. Acid-free paper with-

out ground wood is used. There are 28 volumes of about

1000 pages each, oversewn, with Class A Library Binding,

stamped in gold.

This is a limited edition and it is suggested that you place

your order as soon as possible to assure availability.

P R r c E  ( U  S )  $ l 2 8 o o o
( O u t s i d e U  S )  $ 1 4 0 8 0 0

Arraogements may be made to

sptead payment over a period of

3 years,

G. K. HALL & CO.
97 oltvE SnF

FSIOil r0. masilctssms

Ftee utalog ol plbli.iliont

on feqre!t



NEW REFERENCE WORKS

leseorch Colofogue of the A/tlERfCAN GEOGRAPHICAL SOC|EIY
This dased catalogue is divided into 2 parts: General and Regional. In addition to bools
and pamphlets, it contains references to articles and government documents pertaining to
Spography. The collection of geographical periodicals is exceptionally suong. Available
as a complete set of 15 volumes or in 8 individual sections. Prepublication hice, complete
set: $690.00. After July Sl, 1962: 9865.00.

fnder lo ARI PER,OD,CA|S
Compiled in Ryerson tibrory, Ihe Arl fnslilule of Chi,cogo

Begun in 1907, this lnder constitutes one of the finest reference tools in the field of art.
It is strong in foreign periodiols, and contains rcferences to articles which have appeared
in 325 magazines of the l9th and 20th centuries. ll volumes. Prepublication Price:

f590.00. Afto July 31, 1962: $740.00.

Dictionory Colologue of lhe YAI,E FORESIRY UBRARY
This Cataloguic makes available a wealth of information on all aspects of the science of
Forestry and the history of American Forestry. Both American and foreign materials are
well represented. Unique features include analytics of periodical articles which appeared
during the years 1900-1940, 12 volumes. Prepublication Price: 9610.00. After July tl,
1962: $765.00.

Diclionory ond Auclion Colclogues of the EErrory of the
A,I'IER CAN NUi,l,S/t{AIfC SOC,EIY
The Dictionory Catalogue contains detailed analytics of books, periodical articles and
pamphlets covering every facet of numismatics. The Auction Cataloguc is arraryFd by
dealer, and has entries for callector or collections when known. Available separately or in
a complete set of 7 volumes. Prepublication Price, complete setj $370.00. After July tl,
1962: $465.00.

Diclionory Colofog of the SClfOt[BUnG COIECI|ON
OT NEGRO T'IERAIURE AND H'SIONY
Ihe New York Public tibrory

This dictionary catalog, covering a variety of special_materials devoted to Neqro life and
history, is an invaluable aid to a comprehensive study of Negroes. Of particular interest
are the histories of ancient African Kingdoms and material on Portuguese Africa and
Madagascar. 9 volumes. hepublication hice: $485.00. After July tl, 1962: f605.00.

10/s ad.ditional on shipments outside the U.S. o Prospectus on tequest

G. K, HALL & CO;, 9TOliverSlreet,Boslonl0, l {osochusetb




